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Journeys Over
Water
(A Collection of Short
Stories)

The stories herein are written not for those in our current
time, but rather for those that may someday follow, and
for a moment, wonder what the world of the past and
the people that lived there were like. My family has a
story written by Rebecca Knight Kennedy, the daughter
of Silas Knight Sr., my great great grandfather. Her story
left me astonished and grateful for the wonderfully
written glimpse she offered into her life and times. The
story revealed in wonderful prose how her family
journeyed and labored and what were her dreams and
fears in those long-ago days. In her times, the story
1: Fishing on "The Grounds" off
would have perhaps been unremarkable in that it likely
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resembled the story of many other lives.
on canvas by Annie Knight
But for those of us today, more than
150 years removed, the story is filled with wonderment how
those hardy people accomplished astonishing things with
minimal resources. My story, too, is written for those who may
wonder, in another 150 years, how we functioned in our current
time, what we valued, what we dreamed of, and how we viewed
ourselves. So, excuse me if I seem to indulge myself to some 2: Life's most valuable
degree in just a few of the stories in my life. I view it different, a possession
life that followed my belief that when in doubt, do something
unexpected.
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Water
I have been swept along in life as if in a flowing stream. I cannot remember a time
when my course was my own, and for the most part, that has been by choice as
opposed to chance. Rather, for as long as I remember, I have committed my
destiny to the flow of the stream, traveling along its course only as it leads.
Perhaps, for a moment, when I was young, I desired for my destiny to be my own,
to decide my direction and insist upon my choices to determine the journey.
However, I soon realized the stream carried me to much more interesting places
and led to unexpected outcomes that far exceeded my modest and uninformed
expectations. Water became my focus and fascination. In a way, my life became
haunted by water.
I have learned in my life that there is no more potent force on earth than that of
water. When struck by any hard blow, water simply yields to and enfolds it,
unharmed by it - an important lesson providing immeasurably valuable insight
into life and how to live it. The most substantial stone yields over time to water,
consumed by the patience and persistence of it. Another lesson useful to life and
its’ living.
My dad taught me about water. We were always around it, on it, learning its’ ways.
Water provided life, and he taught me to respect and be interested in every aspect
of life. He guided me to never surrender, but through acceptance, to never be
broken, as was the perseverance of water. Acceptance is one of the most important
lessons of water.
As time went on, I learned to travel upon the oceans, the great mother of all living
things, traveling far from land and other beings for long periods of time, completely
alone. In those times one is apt to develop a different
sense of self that is new and far removed from the
distractions of the land and its community of beings. The
ocean is a place that utterly ignores you. Your fate, to
the ocean, is of no concern at all. So, it is a place that

imparts, to anyone with the temerity and contemplation to
sailing upon it, a sense of overwhelming peace and utter
powerlessness.
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It is both comforting and disconcerting, all at the same time. Voyaging upon it is to
find oneself simply and unequivocally ignored, viewed to be of no consequence or
importance at all. The inevitability of this experience, when viewed with an open
mind, can only arrive at one end, and that is a sense of utter humility. Buddhism
explained it as oneness.
This humility to me seemed a bastion, a stalwart fortification from which to
partake in life with a great many things less to fear. A person can finally attain
true self-confidence and freedom by yielding to one's own powerlessness. Selfconfidence and freedom are any life’s most valued possessions. Interestingly, so
many important concepts in life are realized only by accepting their opposites.
With those thoughts in mind, here are a few of my journeys along the stream of
life.
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Setting Off
Life always begins with a family, at least so far; maybe tomorrow there will be
variations to that ancient paradigm. My life started in 1948 outside Eau Claire,
Wisconsin, in a small older house at 3447 Hallie Lane. I showed up relatively late
for the party, so to speak, in that I doubt my parents anticipated having another
child that late in life. Better late than never, I set out to make the best of it as my
dad had taught me to do.
Our house was partially surrounded by wooded hills. When I was very young, I
remember hearing wolves howling at night when I was going to bed. When I grew
a little older, I spent most of my free time alone in those hills, exploring, eating
wild berries, and throwing rocks; the ideal activities for a boy of that age and time.
And for the wolves, my dad told me about his experiences with them and that
there was no reason to be terribly concerned, so I wasn’t. No other boys of my age
lived nearby. As a result, my explorations were a solo endeavor, and I became
accustomed to spending long hours alone with my thoughts.
My mother was 100% Norwegian, speaking some small amount of Norwegian and
having both parents, and at least one of her brothers arriving in American fresh
from Norway. As she was named, Hazel was hard-working, stern, and determined
to raise good children, even though her health was waning. She was a great
mother, and I am grateful that she cared so much about me.
My mother was strident and hardworking, with high expectations for her children.
She was very devoted to her many sisters and brothers, enjoying the large family
gatherings of the Plomedahl family immensely. As was often the case in those
times, she baked weekly to keep the family stocked in bread, pies, and all manner
of delicious fare. Her fare was made with skill
and precision and was, indeed, delicious. Her
expertise with a "ringer washing machine" was
remarkable (I only saw her get her hand stuck
in the roller mechanism once in my childhood).
Her canning and preserving skills were on
display much of the year to ensure we had a
wide variety of fruits, vegetables, jams, and
jellies to help us pass through the bitter winters
we experienced there in northern Wisconsin. I
remember how very pleased she was that in the
early 1950s we, at last, were able to amend a small addition to our equally small
house, and in that addition was housed an indoor toilet!
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The plumber's arrival on the big day of installation inspired great confidence as
he carried the new toilet into the equally newly constructed bathroom. He was a
portly man of some 300-400 pounds, and the small captive toilet in his grasp was
dwarfed by his wobbling mass. Placing a thick ring of wax for the seal over the
pipe flange, the plumber put the toilet on the wax ring and gathered the bolts to
fix it into place. My mother, being concerned the work not be done improperly,
asked the plumber, "how can you be sure that seal won't leak?". At which point
the plumber replied confidently, "I sit on it!", then proceeded to do precisely that.
Under his great mass the seal yielded, probably with a shrill cry of anguish, if one
could understand the unique language of such fixtures, and the toilet was soundly
grounded in its new home.
I can sincerely say that the necessity to utilize an “outhouse” during the winter in
northern Wisconsin, at often -20 to -40 below zero, does leave one with memories
that are both inspiring and indelible in equal measure. I only had to endure this
until I was about 4-5 years old. I would not venture to guess what effect this had
on my siblings, particularly my sisters.
I remember vividly the enthusiasm my dad and I enjoyed when we, in the
aftermath of this new addition, had the pleasure of tipping over the outhouse,
burning it, and filling in the “glory hole”. So, I have fond memories of my mother,
even though through my childhood she was in very poor health and, for the most
part, did not feel well at all. She suffered from what was called malignant
hypertension, or uncontrollable blood pressure. Her medication for this condition
was strong with many unwelcomed side effects. She died in almost the same year
of age as her mother, from the same malady that her mother had shared.
My dad, Bayard Knight, was from a family of Scottish lumberjacks that also
farmed at various times. He was a hard and determined
worker that stayed employed, even during the great
depression. His experience as a lumberjack was
extensive, and that was how he provided for his family
in their early days. His life was kind of an inverse
version of my own. He began in one of the oldest
occupations known to man, that of a logger, and ended
Figure 3: Bayard Knight (left) and His
his career in the advanced world of fabricating nuclear
Brother Glenn, Circa 1908
weapons. I began in the high technology semiconductor chip industry and ended
my endeavors in a very old one, the growing of coffee.
My dad was a remarkable man. He was unbending but generous, strong but kind.
He was tougher than I am, and in some ways, probably smarter.
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I was fortunate because by the time I came along my dad had more free time, and
not wanting to spend this new found time at home, in the interest of domestic
harmony, more specifically his harmony, he discovered me as the perfect excuse
to get out of the house. ""Don" needs to learn things!" he would pronounce, "so
we're going fishing". My dad always called me "Don." That's not my name, that's
my brothers' name, but regardless how often I pointed this out, it seemed to have
no effect at all. So, I became content to answer to "Don", "Bosco", "the hired man,"
or any of a variety of pseudonyms my dad used.
But, as a result of my dads' desire to regularly disappear from the house with me
in tow, he and I spent virtually all of his free time together, either building things
or perfecting the art of fishing in high-risk destinations. After all, why fish
someplace safe when you can fish someplace dangerous? Maybe this concept is
not transparent to you, but it would have made perfect sense to my dad.
In our travels, my dad thoroughly enjoyed lengthily recounting his and his family's
history and adventures. Far be it from my dad to embellish, but only a little, to
make the stories more captivating of the listeners' attention. As such, I learned
about his life as a logger in the early 1900's in the Mississippi Valley. My dads'
early experience as a logger had shaped him in many ways. Here is an insight into
how some of that shaping occurred.
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A Cathedral For Wolves
North America, encountered by early settlers and pioneers, was generally
comprised of two great oceans of trees divided by a broad central plain standing
over six feet high in buffalo grass. The native peoples lacked the technology to alter
these elements in any significant way. For the most part, they relied on forest and
prairie fires and other naturally
occurring events to clear space for
game and revitalize the land.
Much like the deep oceans, where life
is sparse away from the shores, the
towering cathedrals of forest that
covered most of North America offered
limited opportunity for populations of
large birds and animals to exist.
These larger creatures, away from the
buffalo prairies, depended on the
random acts of nature, and the studious work of the beaver, to create new space
for meadows, grass, field flowers, and wild rice. As a result, the native forest
peoples existed in relatively small bands, widely dispersed to not overtax their food
supply. Large villages like Cahokia were rare exceptions, existing by relying on
trade. Sharing this harsh environment were the other people of the forests, large
hungry wolves with keen wits and an ever-present eye for the next opportunity to
sustain.
Into this environment came the early pioneers, ax in hand more so than a rifle,
ready to undertake the task of reforming a continent. Clearing the forests of North
America was no small feat. After hundreds of years of effort, the work continues
today, albeit more sustained with an eye to the future. But these early pioneers
had little time to consider the future. Their needs were immediate, and clearing
the land for the farms to come was the first step. Lumberjacks were needed and
in significant numbers.
My family, for several generations, were mainly lumberjacks. Wherever they went,
first clearing land to grow food for their family, then cutting timber for lumber,
ships masts, and warmth, their lives revolved around the cutting of the ancient
forests.
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One of my ancestors, related to me by my dad, would travel alone up near the
great lakes each winter to cut a raft of select timber. These particular logs,
tamarack mostly, unique by their perfect straightness, were well suited for ships
masts, a particularly difficult tree to find. Tamarack is an Algonquian name,
offering a clue as to how far north one must travel to find them. Then each spring,
he would float this raft of valuable cargo down the St. Laurence river on the spring
freshet to the shipyards of the east. One winter, as the story goes, he never
returned.
Another member of the Knight family was the first man to ride a log raft over the
rapids at Black River Falls, Wisconsin. In the
early 1950s, a small park was dedicated at
Black River Falls to commemorate his
accomplishment. The Knight family, my 6year-old self included, and riding in the back
seat with my grandmother Bessie, traveled
there for the dedication. The small park is gone
now, but the deed is still recorded in various
places. “Log Driving” at any time was a
dangerous business, with the Black River 4: Black River Falls, Wisconsin
being uniquely so. The “drivers” had what was considered the most dangerous job
in the logging industry, with daily dunking’s the rule and drowning an all-toocommon outcome.
My dad worked as a logger early in life. He logged in the virgin timber of the
Mississippi Valley in forests of fir and sugar pine of large girth, often 6 feet in
diameter and greater. This was double-edged broad ax work, and he bore the scars
on his feet to prove it. Double-edged broad axes have a nasty habit. When striking
the tree at a just slightly wrong angle, they tend to glance back directly into the
logger’s ankles and feet. If the logger hadn’t yet learned the reflexive action of
turning the ax handle slightly when this mis-strike occurred, he ended the day
with a nasty gash to his boot and, at times, the foot underneath. If he had learned
the trick, he got away with just the side of a several-pound steel ax hitting his
ankle with enough force to crack the bone if he was unlucky. Watching a skilled
axeman with a double-bladed ax was truly remarkable, to say the least.
With just a few precise swings of the razor-sharp blade, chips of wood, each
measuring in pounds, would begin to fly, and the tree was felled in just a few
minutes. My dad seemed to never lose his touch at this skill, and with the cutting
complete, the tree would fall exactly where he had intended.
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The lumber camps that Bayard Knight worked at in his early 20s, along with his
brother Glenn, were far from the closest settlements. They were connected to those
settlements by “skid roads” formed by traveling teams of horses and oxen pulling
loads of logs through the snow to a river or mill. The men that worked at these
lumber camps were, for the most part,
“Swedes” as he related - big men that put
in long hard, usually bitter cold, days of
work, stopping only when the sun no
longer allowed the work to continue. The
highlight of the week, Saturday night,
was looked forward to with great
anticipation, perhaps it being a tradition
in Sweden, my dad wasn’t sure.
Saturday night was a significant part of what made this work worthwhile to these
hard-working timbermen.
Each Saturday night, the men would put on their best clean shirt, have a hearty
dinner, move on to drinking some whiskey, and then fight. It would be a brawl,
with all discord and disagreements of the previous week resolved in short order.
As I will explain shortly, my dad, having already made his contribution, would
retreat to a top bunk and try to stay out of the way
until peace was restored. Sunday arrived with time
devoted to a little prayer, the nursing of cuts and
bruises, and then back to work in the big woods.
My dad was found to be of unique value to the
Saturday night events at these camps, and it made
for him a special place that he much enjoyed. It
seemed that, in these remote and wild forests,
while larger life forms were scant, there was one other group sharing the forest
with the loggers. Wolves.. Well, it seemed that the “Swedes” as a rule were deathly
afraid of these wolves, not being familiar with them in their past lives as farmers
and sailors. That presented a unique problem because each week someone had to
go to the nearest settlement to get the supply of whiskey for Saturday night. A
weekly chore in that the lumber camps did not allow whiskey in the camp during
the rest of the week, knowing the inevitable outcome of mixing whiskey and
loggers.
Bayard Knight had very little fear of wolves, his family having lived around them
for generations. My great-great-grandmother was Metis Cree, and the Cree were
known as the Wolf People, sometimes known to hunt with packs of wolves.
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It was with no shortage of thanks that the “Swedes” gratefully let it fall to my dad
to be the man that would set out each Friday along the skid road to hike miles to
town, and return with a pack encumbered with precious cargo. On these trips,
wolves occasionally danced and sifted through the trees at the sides of the road,
following the traveler most the distance to town or back. My dad recalled this made
him nervous but not fearful. As he explained, wolves are not foolish. They fervently
avoid the risk of injury because in their harsh winter world, any injury can spell
the. Knowing humans are dangerous, wolves would just follow, seemingly hoping
their prey would keel over and die so dinner could commence.
One last recollection of my dad, in regard to his relationship with the giants of the
forest, is later in his life he traveled in his pickup truck from Wisconsin to
California to visit my home in Santa Cruz. Because of his history and that of the
family, I suggested we go take a look at some really big trees. With great
enthusiasm, we drove to “The Forest of
the Nicene Marks”. The trees there are
enormous coastal redwood, each one
many feet in diameter and old beyond
telling. We joined a large group of
environmental enthusiasts at the Nicene
Marks trailhead to see one of God's
greatest works of wonder. Not to put too
fine of a point on it, but the bulk of this
group
were
generally
the
most
"huggiest" of the tree hugger species, and they were there for a religious
experience. My dad would never, in my experience, say anything to intentionally
offend or hurt someone. Still, he was occasionally endowed with an exceptional
ability to simply say what was on his mind at rather inconvenient times.
And so, it was with the utmost of ill timing, that as the group stood close together
staring in silent awe at a particularly large and perfect wonder of nature, that my
dad uttered to himself, but loud enough for all to overhear, “boy, wouldn’t it be
something to cut that one just to see it fall”. The true thoughts of an old logger! In
all of the silence present before his comment it somehow became even quieter in
the moment that followed. As one, all of the heads in the group slowly rotated away
from the enormous tree and toward our little family. As the expressions of each
face changed from wonder to horror, I blurted out, into that vacuum of impending
doom, the only thing that came to mind, “well dad, it’s getting late so let’s call it a
day and just go back the way we came”. I doubt my dad even noticed the moment
he had brought about. He was still too astonished by that immense tree.
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Mountains
My parents had given me wonderful knowledge and a sense of purpose, so now it
was my opportunity to do something with it. Things were progressing smoothly
while growing up until a flurry of events occurred that changed all of that. At 14
years old, a vertebra in the middle of my back
was crushed in a gymnastics accident. Not long
after this accident, my mother passed away
unexpectedly, and as a result of her passing my
dad decided he and I would immediately move
back to Wisconsin from Colorado. So, that
brought a startlingly sudden end to my success
at athletics, my mother whom I greatly relied
upon for many things, and my friends, all of 5: Photo by James Brandenburg
whom were in Colorado. Things like that kind
of have a tendency to pile up, and without much planning or forethought, and at
no fault of my dad, I simply left home. I was eager for a change of venue and to get
started with my life. But before going too far down that road, I’ll start from the
beginning...
When I was 8 years old, my dad, unable to find machinist work in Wisconsin, took
a job in Denver, Colorado, at Ball Brothers Aerospace. He made parts for ejection
seats to be used in B-52 bombers. After some months, my dad had my mother sell
our house in Wisconsin for close to $6500, and the year was 1956.
She and I then traveled to Colorado by train to join my dad at a little rented house
across the road from the Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Derby, Colorado. This was a
scattered neighborhood of mostly Mexican families and packs of wild dogs on the
very edge of the open prairie. The prairie was windy. When the winds came,
sometimes called Chinooks winds, blowing with gusts often in the 60-100mph
range for days on end. Tumbleweeds would pile up many feet deep alongside any
obstacle that dared to challenge their rolling journey. The fence of the Rocky
Mountain Arsenal across the road from our house was usually the first such
obstacle. For a boy from the north country in Wisconsin, adjusting to this new
place was challenging. I soon learned that, in addition to the environment, finding
friends was unlikely without speaking Spanish. But, alone was ok, I was used to
that.
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Beginning school in Derby, I found a completely different world than what I was
accustomed to. Students were rebellious of authority, fights were the daily norm.
Not carrying a knife put you amongst the membership of a very small and usually
terrified group of "gringo” kids that made every effort to remain invisible while in
plain sight. As it turned out, Derby was a
very interesting place, with the town made up
of mostly dirt streets and homes, often
spaced hundreds of feet apart on a bone dry
sand-blown prairie. Calling them "homes" at
all was only to refer to them in a largely
spiritual sense. Most were The Rocky
Mountain Arsenal near Denver, basically
broken-down shacks. Many had corrugated
6: The Rocky Mountain Arsenal Near Denver
steel metal roofs that screeched and rattled
in the wind. Their exteriors were festooned with creative materials utilized to
simulate windows or curtains. A common theme of landscape art included wornout tires and dangerously rusted swing sets.
The town's population, greater than 80% Hispanic, had only a few nicer more
conventional homes. The poverty was grinding. Packs of dogs, sometimes
numbering up to 50, roamed the neighborhoods, drifting in at dusk from the wild
expanse of the arsenal, in search of food. The abundance of street gangs that most
kids belonged to out of the need for protection rather than expression, along with
the local canine hazards, precluded leaving the house after dark. Leaving the chainlink fenced yard at any time was ill-advised at best.
Frankly, Derby was a community unaffected by its relative proximity to the
civilization of Denver. I recall no instance of a police or sheriff's vehicle venturing
onto our road when I was there. Denver simply ignored that Derby existed at all. I
recall several Hispanic children who fell victim to
the dog packs, losing their lives. They were simply
ignored by the local media and public officials. After
all, it was a Mexican neighborhood. No one in
authority really cared. Not much had changed in
Denver since Chivington's time and Sand Creek. We
lived in Derby for two reasons; my dad was out of
work for a great long time due to a labor strike in
7: Derbys' Number One Agricultural Product,
Wisconsin, which ultimately resulted in the Tumbleweeds!
permanent closure of the Presto Industries plant
there.
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He worked at the plant for many years in the manufacture of naval gun artillery
shell casings. So, we simply had no money and lived in what he found that we
could afford, and that seemed to be Derby. We lived there for two reasons; my dad
was out of work for a great long time due to a labor strike in Wisconsin, which
ultimately resulted in the permanent closure of the Presto Industries plant there.
He worked at the plant for many years in the manufacture of naval gun artillery
shell casings. So, we simply had no money and lived in what he found that we
could afford, and that seemed to be Derby.
The second reason we lived there is that, like me, my dad was a perpetual and
unrepentant optimist who probably would have looked at the little house,
considered the very low rental price, and sprang upon the waiting opportunity, all
the while completely overlooking the enormous pig farm a couple of hundred yards
away. He also, I am sure, saw no need to inquire about anything else, like hazards
of the community, neighborhood gang fights, or any of the other many things one
might inquire about before moving into a community. He knew in his heart, “it was
going to work out just fine.” I know this because this is what my reaction likely
would have been. Fortunately, I share my dads’ proclivity for unbridled optimism.
However, unlike him, I had learned very early in life to surround myself with a
group of friends and associates, ardent pessimists. Those friends succeeded in
saving me from myself for over half a century to this point. As most politicians
constantly remind us, you can usually get away with being a moron if you have
good advisors.
In the absence of any sufficient consultation with pessimistic resources available
to my dad, and with my mother’s careful oversight 1500 miles away, we came to
live in the charming little mecca that was Derby.
My mother hated where we lived from the moment she arrived. Perhaps, for the
most part, it was the pig farm “almost next door,” and my dad hated that she hated
living there. It was not the best of times. We were relatively poor, unhappy, and
far from the only world we knew as normal.The
school year passed at a gratingly slow speed, but
for me, school actually turned out pretty well in
the end, with good grades, successfully not being
knifed, and teachers viewing me as a standout
student. To achieve the distinction of being a
standout, it helped to have virtually no
competition from other students.
8: Arsenal Entrance Close By Our House
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Many of the other students spoke little English at all, and they were much more
focused on gang pride, fighting, and “novias” (girlfriends), in that order. In the end,
I had fond memories of my time in Derby. I learned to live beside another culture,
hone several very different but necessary survival skills, and develop the
beginnings of a lifelong admiration and enjoyment of Hispanic people. They are a
kind and durable people worth knowing.
After a year or so, my dad succeeded in finding a new job at Dow Chemical Rocky
Flats Division. His new job was machining nuclear warheads from plutonium and
enriched uranium. This meant that we could abandon the environs of the pig farm
and wild dogs to relocate ourselves in a newly purchased small older home in
Boulder, Colorado. This town, also well known as “Berkeley East,” was home to
an abundance of rabidly political intellectuals, true revolutionary professors, lifelong bohemians, and the original precursor long-haired hippies. These all became
my ardent heroes, friends, and mentors, not to mention my Gin Rummy tutors.
Boulder was also home to one of the most notorious partying universities in the
entire United States, Colorado University, or CU for short. Rich kids there could
while away their time in higher education, fully devoted to Coors beer, smoking
unusual substances and raiding the sorority houses for all manner of adventure
without the intervention of parents or police. This was, in fact, the movie “Animal
House” in its most authentic incarnation. And this was to be my new home and
center of learning.
Before arriving at Boulder High School, I spent three years at Baseline School down
the hill from the university. This time of my life was wonderful. My dad and I were
returned to our constant search for new dangerous places to fish. We spent
virtually every moment wandering the mountains, searching for the perfect
wilderness. We hiked where few people ever went and saw sights that were in some
ways unimaginable. My dad taught me every aspect of trout fishing, wilderness
survival, and philosophy he deemed important. We were constant companions, him
talking, me listening, and I out fished him at times. We descended canyons 1000
feet deep to get to remote streams, then climbed back up. We often fished at or
above timberline and watched thunderstorms form in the bowls of mountains
below. To look down and watch a thunderstorm form below you is indescribable;
looking down to the cloud tops and watching lightning begin its brief life. We
explored old mines, learned the names and images of rocks, ore, and crystals, and
spent a great deal of time in utter silence, completely taken aback by our
surroundings. That is how I will always remember my dad, in the mountains,
completely at home with the wilderness.
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Unfortunately, during this time, I broke my back and lost some ability. Still, my
dad expected me to keep up and keep pushing, not letting pain change my life. As
far as I know, I never did.
When I was young, 5 or 6 perhaps, my mother
was in the hospital and almost died from her
hypertensive condition. While there, she told
other family members that if she could just
live to see me in high school, she would be
happy. My mother passed from this earth in
1963, as she and I sat alone in our living room
one afternoon. She had just returned home
9: Standing Amidst the Storm
after traveling by city bus from where she
worked. She sat in her favorite chair and we discussed the events of our day, as we
were oft to do. She began leaning slowly to the left and asked if she could have a
glass of water. When I returned with the water, she had slumped to the side and
could not speak understandably. She was a stout woman, so, as best I could, I
carried her to her bed. As I put her on the bed, she looked at me, her eyes very
frightened, and then her eyes closed. She was gone. It was the first month after I
began high school. At 15 years old, I began the worst year of my life, one bad year.
My mother’s death left my dad completely lost, haunted with guilt at her
unhappiness, and losing patience as we all do when we age. Out of the lack of any
better idea, he decided to retire and move back to Wisconsin. In a moment of
complete despair and annoyance at my behavior of detached flailing, he yelled at
me, “it was your fault she died, you know!”. He didn’t mean it; he was lost himself
and just felt like striking out at something. I was conveniently there. But, I was all
too ready to be receptive to that view, having felt I had totally failed my mother in
some way.
After all, nobody told me she could just simply die some afternoon. If they had, I
could have had the opportunity to be the perfect child. But they didn’t, and I wasn’t.
I found my new world completely hopeless and my mothers’ death impossible to
acknowledge. So, I simply followed along with these new events in kind of a state
of stunned silence. It was indeed the worst of times.
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Departures
Life moves on and Wisconsin, for me, sorted out to be a failed experiment. Most of
my brief time there was spent helping my dad build a small house some miles out
of town. This consumed most, if not all, of every day. It not being during the school
term, there was little time or opportunity to acquire new
friends or get accustomed to this new place. However, I
gave it a couple of tries. Teen culture in Wisconsin was
far removed from Boulder's activist and revolutionary
culture.
In Wisconsin, girls danced only with girls, as far as I
could tell. Boys huddled in small groups on the sidelines,
plotting which unaccompanied stray male to intimidate
and threaten next. No one it seemed played chess or formoney games of gin rummy, but most were quick to
point out my hair was too long and I dressed funny. As
10: The Stream Of Life”, Oil on Canvas
had been an acceptable concept in Boulder, I did try to
by Annie Knight
dance with a girl, but the outcome was quick to manifest
itself. A group of boys approached within seconds, the largest of whom announcing
to me, "you're dancing with my girl!" to which I replied, "ok?". Apparently, he did
not sense the level of contrition or terror he sought, so he hurled me into a wall for
good measure, just to ensure the message was clear. His companions gathered
around to make sure I stayed by the wall.
Apparently, this was the new normal I was required to adapt to. Having reached a
manifest dissatisfaction with my life in general and realizing the fruitlessness of
the "new normal," I departed Wisconsin in the company of a greyhound dog painted
on the side of a bus. The waters of the stream took me back to Colorado.
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School Daze
Being a pioneer can occur in one of two ways. One can either hitch-up a wagon
and set out for where the discovery will occur, or more simply, one can just happen
to be lost and just standing around when the wagon arrives. The latter was how I
became part of the early days of Silicon Valley. But, no sense in getting ahead of
myself here because the journey is often much more interesting than the
destination.
My journey began at an early age. After leaving home, due to a shortcoming in
expectations on several people’s part, shall we say, I decided to undertake an
emergency relocation from Eau Claire, Wisconsin, to Boulder, Colorado. Upon
reaching my destination, I returned to high school there, eventually living as a ward
of the local constabulary in a rather strange story by itself. It proved to be rather
interesting to have to schedule an appointment with the head of detectives to go
over my math test results, but indeed, that was how my life evolved. My being a
ward of the local police department was not a result of the indiscretions I had
undertaken. Rather, the acknowledgment by all concerned that I was, now at the
age of 16, simply not willing to test the environs of Wisconsin again.
So, it was decided best to simply let me stay in Colorado with the local police
department detective’s unit agreeing to be my guardian for some months. This
couldn’t happen today. It would be too brave an act for our public officials to
approve of. I have no doubt that the police of today would agree to do something
like that. Police tend to be brave and concerned people, ready to take a hand in
making whatever is around them better. Today’s government officials, however, in
their timidity, prevent the police from carrying out much of their essential work and
would have surely fled in unhinged panic at the prospect of taking a hand in my
plight. Thankfully for the government officials in those past times, control was left
in the hands of those most proficient at such work, and my life was set on a proper
course with diligent oversite.
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As my 16th year passed, and with good grades that satisfied my law enforcement
handlers, high school for me was a mixed
experience of both opportunity and challenge.
Boulder High School was a large school with a
great many students. I’m not sure how many
students there were exactly, but they seemed to
be everywhere. Not having been around many
people in my childhood proved some challenge.
However, it became clear this great populace of students represented a market for
services that needed filling. Living on my own, I too had needs to fill, as in "funding."
I had acquired a job as an evening short-order cook at "Bennetts Restaurant", on
"the hill" in Boulder, but it was clear that the culmination of my dreams existed
somewhere beyond that plateau of fiscal reward. However, "Bennetts" was the
center of the "for money" games of "gin rummy" in the University District, and so,
a very opportune place to be in the later hours after my shift had ended. The games
became "robust" in those late evening hours, and success could be realized. My
desires for a more assured monetary existence were still left lacking. So, it wasn't
long before I discovered that a small venture into grade cards, hall passes, and
quart bottles of Coors beer, sold under the stage at regular hours of operation,
could produce large returns. Such supplies as were needed, including blank grade
cards, signature stamps, and the Coors beer, of course, were "requisitioned" by the
commensurate means necessary, shall we say.
Before long, I had a thriving business of repeat customers. Grade cards, issued one
for each class, were a once each quarter affair, and for those unfortunate students
that had somehow fallen victim to a low grade in a particular class, I would willingly
provide a new NCR paper grade card at the modest price of $4 for an "A," $3 for a
"B," and the paltry sum of $2 for a "C." Many students were spared an
uncomfortable moment with their parents thanks to the services I generously
provided. Hall passes, also called re-admit slips, were a daily staple going for $2
each, and available at any time for those that had cut class and needed some
mechanism to re-board the train of acceptance and legitimacy. All of this business
was conducted at a candy store just around the corner from the high school. The
store was operated by an elderly couple, the Morris's, that found it amusing that
"this young man," as they referred to me, had taken on such an "enterprising
endeavor." They even let me stand behind the counter to provide my services and
also, I suspect, appreciated the extra trade I drew to their store.
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Inevitably, as these things go, I was apprehended after a year or so, specifically for
operating the Coors bar under the stage, having been ratted out by an unhappy
customer that owed money. My high school days, as a result, came to an
unceremonious and abrupt end by being thrown out of school. I was devastated.
So was my income.
Having a good deal more spare time on my hands, I quickly found gainful
employment at a nightclub, again on "The Hill" in Boulder. Managed by a group of
older Italian men, I was taught the art of making various menu items with my
specialty to be pizza dough that was needed in great quantity. During one of my
early lessons at making the dough, one of the older
Italian men explained to me "you can't knead the dough
too much! It's gotta be just right. You wanna kneed it
until it feels like a young girl's breast.". I nodded at him,
being disinclined to explain that I had no idea what that
felt like. Working there for some time, I came to notice 11: Tutors of A Lightly Different
that after closing, there was always a gathering of Italian
men that would drink wine and eat pizza into the early
morning hours. Stories would be told, wine would flow, and eventually, it became
clear that these were no ordinary Italian gentlemen. In fact, it was finally divulged
that these were "family men" so to speak, all members of the same family, and that
family was The Smaldone Family, better known as Mafia Guys!
So, my vistas expanded, and I realized two things, the first being that hanging
around late at night and making them pizzas was highly fun as well as informative.
Secondly, that it might be a good idea to make the pizzas just right, or something
unpleasant might be offered in terms of compensation. In the end, I got to hang
around many nights listening to these guys explain their “theory of business.” I
became exposed to an entirely new concept of profit and loss, one that seemed to
imply “I profit, you lose”. For some reason, they seemed to take a liking to me, and
usually referred to me as “kid.” I came to think of them as not too bad of guys,
when they were not shooting people or whatever mafia guys do when they are
working. And I eventually learned what pizza dough should feel like.
However, after some period of time, and not a great deal of thought, I soon found
my dads oft-talked-about lure and prospects of Alaska irresistible. With a female
traveling companion some years my senior, herself seeking new vistas due to
boyfriend problems, we set out for the coastal paradise of Alaska, and the
commercial fishing destiny that I was sure awaited me there. I was a freshly
minted 17-year-old with a book of dreams filled with mostly empty pages.
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She was what I viewed as a supremely worldly woman
of almost 20 years. It was an accident looking for a
place to happen, and it didn’t take long. This journey
proceeded smoothly with the acquisition of a $50 1952
Chevrolet, enough money for gas, and at least several
meals. For my traveling companion and I, prospects
took a turn for the worst at, or just around, the
12: 52' Chevy, Mine Had Better Paint.
northern California border. The $50 car began to feel
Pride of ownership matters!
like a $25 car, and the money proved to have a limit in
its endurance. With the outlook for Alaska bleak, we decided to make for a little
town called Mountain View in Northern California. My traveling companion had a
friend that would probably give us a brief respite until the money supply could be
recharged and the journey to Alaska rejoined. Conveniently enough, the $25 car
made it just to the border of Palo Alto before experiencing its last moments of life
and passing to the great beyond along some remote mountain road in the Los Altos
Hills.
Faced with what I viewed as only a brief and modestly inconvenient delay in my
Alaskan commercial fishing career path, I decided to gain some useful
employment, collect adequate funds, and rejoin the journey north as soon as
circumstances allowed. However, without any prior intent, and through a
remarkable moment of profound misunderstanding, my traveling companion and
I had become “entangled,” shall we say. This breathtaking misunderstanding
passed uncorrected by me in that, after having, in my view, already failed one
woman, that being my mother, I would certainly not repeat the error by not
standing up and saving this one! But, she claimed to enjoy fishing, a claim later
proving greater than its’ means, and so, at the age of 17, this seemed good enough
reason to me, so we cast our lots together and prepared to move ahead.
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Cliff Diving
There are certain things in life, like cliff diving, where that first step is a doozie.
These are the kinds of missteps and bruises that don’t go away when the swelling
goes down or a half-century passes. The type that irrevocably change your life
forever. In my life the most unsettling and disappointing aspect I reflect on is that
beginning at 17 years of age I became the father of three boys in quick succession.
I can claim I didn’t know how it happened or that I wasn’t looking, and suddenly
they were there, but that would not be the truth. I was present and aware of what
was transpiring but frankly speaking, I couldn’t figure out how to do much about
it. As I mentioned elsewhere in other stories, by the time I was 20, the marriage
was over. The boys’ mother, enraged at me in particular, fled with the boys to a
destination I was legally not allowed to know for many years. I provided payments
to a district attorney’s office, unfailingly, I might add, for the following 22 years,
along with whatever other requests for additional
funds were conveyed to me periodically.
I will not go into any further details regarding this
unhappy outcome. In its entirety, it is
unpleasant, unfortunate, and regrettable. The 3
boys were the only victims, born to parents
13: Look Out For That First Step..
unready to provide for their children’s smooth
transition into life. In my life, I encountered my
own “Kobayashi Maru” no-win scenario as a result of this event. By far, I found it
to be much more shattering than instructive. And, unlike “Star Trek’s “Captain
Kirk, I could not find a way to “jigger” the software to fix it. I regard my decisions
in these events as a personal failure of grand proportions. So much for getting an
“A” at life.
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Don Hoeflers’ Silicon Valley
To digress, now married and with the accompanying needs and demands, life in
Silicon Valley began. I soon found work as a delivery truck driver for a blueprint
company. At 17, it seemed there weren't many employment opportunities. I had
not anticipated that. But I found myself working for an older business owner
named Maury Russ in Palo Alto, California, at a little
company called Sedco. Maury, most memorably, was
the consummate salesman and an entrepreneur. He
was a portly and graying Jewish fellow of about 60
years old, and he drove a gold Cadillac Eldorado with
the enthusiasm of a Nascar rookie, finding all other
14: Industrial Process Camera. I saw the drivers on the road as annoying impediments to his
copy board glass explode once, it was
forward progress. Before the entrepreneurs of Silicon
magnificent!
Valley appeared, Maury showed what hard work,
determination, and forward momentum could get you. Aside from driving the
delivery truck, Maury would have me sort unclaimed freight he would buy at
auction to see what we could sell to come out ahead on the deal. Maury would bid
on contracts for printing and industrial photography work, mostly to Lockheed
Missile and Space, that we had almost no possibility of fulfilling. Occasionally he
would win one of these contracts. It was then up to me and another confused, yet
wildly optimistic, older Australian employee named Bill Schell, to give it our best
shot. This was a wonderful job, and Maury taught me about business. To Maury,
business was the highest form of adventure in life, renewed every morning simply
for his challenge and entertainment, and that is what he taught me.
When finally reaching 18 and able to get a better job, Maury took my leaving with
more than generous good wishes and the encouragement of, "kid, you're going to
go far!". Maury was like that. According to Maury, every endeavor he or those that
he cared about undertook, was going to work out stupendously. But it did also
leave me wondering why people kept calling me "kid."
At 18 years of age, I became an industrial photographer for Applied Technology
Incorporated, a defense contractor located close by that manufactured
counterintelligence and radar jamming avionics equipment for the United States
Air Force. To this day, if you read about wartime news, you will read about “Wild
Weasel .” It still confounds our enemies to this day, and Applied Technology
Incorporated invented much of it.
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I worked at ATI for 3 years, being awarded a top-secret
clearance along the way and a nice article in the company
newspaper proclaiming that I would probably do well in my
career. While I worked at ATI, I attended De Anza College full
time, studying Philosophy and Psychology. My lack of high
school education was being papered over with the benefit of a
great college employing wonderful, and fairly famous faculty
in Cupertino, California. My enjoyment of studying philosophy
taught me many invaluable concepts that have always served
me. One of these realizations, the many winding pathways of
philosophy come to an end at the doorway of necessity. As you
pass through this door, be sure to grab a brochure on creative
rationalization, it will come in handy later.

15: "First In, Last out" And
their motto? YGBSM? Yes, it
does mean “You Gotta Be
Shitting Me"

I was also student body vice president at De Anza College, a post that thoroughly
ingrained within me the knowledge that I was, and would forever be, lousy at
politics, so I should stick to other endeavors.
While I passed my days going to school by day and processing photographs of
advanced electronics by night, a new industry was just beginning within a couple
of blocks of ATI. A few little companies like General Micro Electronics, Fairchild
Semiconductor, and Intel Corporation had set up shop, seven in total, and were
beginning an industry called microelectronics. I understood they used
microlithography, and I understood what that was being an industrial
photographer, so I watched with piqued curiosity as these little companies
struggled for a foothold.
There came a day when events overwhelmed me. I had
just completed a shift rebuilding a photographic
automatic processor. These machines are filled with
hot photographic developer along with hot acetic acid,
smell truly hideous, choke one’s lungs, and make for
a uniformly horrid existence while in their presence.
In a moment of completely overwhelming despair, with
long chemical caked stringy hair, thoroughly stained
cloths, and smelling like a moving banquet of rotten
eggs, I walked across the street and in the front door
of MicroMask Incorporated, a microelectronic
photolithography manufacturer and announced to the
receptionist that I wanted a job.

16: Don Hoefler, The Man That Named
It Silicon Valley
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I’m not at all sure why law enforcement wasn’t called; it would have seemed
justified. Instead, I was ushered into the office of a smartly dressed vice president
of sales and marketing, and to make this brief, for some inexplicable reason that
to this day we could not explain, he hired me as a marketing and sales
representative, on the spot, for his new company, even though I smelled bad. In
that instant I became part of the microelectronics industry and part of what Don
Hoefler, a local industry gossip sheet journalist and friend of mine, would shortly
thereafter aptly name “Silicon Valley”. So, in a complete accident of nature, my
Silicon Valley life began.
The first order of business was to provide me with some semblance of training so
that I might have even the slightest grasp of what it was I would be selling. This was
accomplished in the grand tradition of the early days of the chip industry. This
was a brand-new industry, with no books, no college classes, or any other history
to refer to.
So, whenever a new problem arose in these early days of
microelectronics the problem was overcome with the only solution that seemed
available, and that was to simply make something up. That is what the managers
and founders of Micromask did, deciding that they would pair me with a customer
and that I, and the customer, together, would build a microchip! And so, that is how
I met Gene Burke.
On my first day of work, I was introduced to a diminutive bearded semi bald
engineer that seemed to be moving so fast that all I really comprehended was a
blur. Gene seemed to move at incredibly high speed in every moment he occupied,
and this was only exceeded by how fast he talked. It seemed like English, I wasn’t
sure, and figuring I was just faking this whole thing anyway, I opted to not provide
any follow-up questions, simply nodding knowingly and moving on, a concept that
served me well in my early days of high technology. However, his speaking speed
held nothing competitively to how fast his mind worked. Gene was always three
ideas ahead of his current sentence and could hardly wait to catch up. Frankly
speaking, if God had to create the universe again, I think he would have to get
someone like Gene if there was any chance it getting done right and on time.

17: A Chip Design

In those times, Gene was an engineer and known as “Paul”
Burke. He later changed it to Gene. I never asked why, thinking
it might be an impolite question. I’ve never been very insightful
about that stuff. “When in doubt, keep your mouth shut” was
my working postulate. For some strange reason, Gene and I
liked each other. Appreciating the desperate circumstance in
which I found myself, Gene embraced the concept of building
a chip together, and we set out on that mission.
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I will interject here one fact the reader should take a moment to appreciate. If you
happen to have a cell phone in your pocket, any phone, you will find within it
somewhere between 10 and 20 of the things that Gene invented. They will likely
always be there; they are always needed. So, you can read about Gene here and
in many locations of scientific repository, but also appreciate, Gene is always right
there, in your pocket, every day.
Gene and I built a set of photomasks from scratch (literally, in that you kind of
scratch rubylith to start the process). When the masks were done, along with my
training, Gene asked me to join him in making the chips themselves at his wafer
fabrication facility at IC Transducers, Inc.. I leapt at the opportunity to learn more
and to spend more time with Gene.
These first IC transducers were a technological marvel, incorporating
characteristics of unheard-of accuracy and fabrication techniques that were
completely innovated and never successfully tried before. I contributed a couple
of lithography ideas from my industrial lithography work, causing Gene to claim I
was a “fellow innovator”, but that was just Gene being Gene and was complete
nonsense. Gene has always been far too kind to strays of any genus.
Gene has been my friend for over 50 years and is still going strong. Not too many
years ago, he was voted “Technologist of the Year” in the MEMES industry
(Microelectromechanical Systems). Gene was and is a true inventor and one of the
true builders of Silicon Valley; he is one of the original entrepreneurs. Like so
many other towering engineers before him, he shunned the limelight and
commensurate riches to instead focus on building newer and more brilliant
technology.
Several weeks after being hired, with my training completed, I reported for my first
day as a brand-new photomask sales engineer only to learn that there was the
confounding expectation that I would show up for work in a suit! I didn’t own one.
After a quick meeting of the company management team, it was decided to, again,
just make something up. And so, I was awarded
a “suit allowance” to be repaid “in due course,”
whatever that meant. Apparently, the concept of
simply firing me and hiring someone that, not only
owned a suit, but also had even the most modest
concept of what the company products were,
simply escaped this management team of Silicon
Valley pioneers.
18: A Photomask, Where The Real
Miniaturization Was Done
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Maybe this entire undertaking was so humorous to them that they refused to
consider discontinuing it. But much to my benefit, the idea never seemed to occur
to them, and the experiment of what happens when you give a monkey a
typewriter moved forward.
Most of us have heard of Silicon Valley; it is difficult not to have, being a worldwide
legend in many ways. However, what is not widely known is that there were several
iterations of Silicon Valley, and I will explain three of those distinct times here.
The first Silicon Valley was a small place, made up mostly of onion fields, apricot
orchards, and a few microchip companies scattered about started by the fondly
remembered “traitorous eight” (early scientists and engineers). This group formed
the early days of Fairchild Semiconductor but soon went on to individually found
several of the initial chip companies in Silicon Valley. This first generation of the
valley had two unique characteristics. None of these companies really made any
money, and they all existed in a two-year cycle of boom and bust. The only real
customer for chips was NASA and a few other esoteric endeavors, so there was
not a great deal of business available, and what business did exist was fought
over ruthlessly.
The second iteration of Silicon Valley
was formed around the spinoffs of
these original few companies by their
employees. It was easy to feel
“revolution in the air” at that time.
The idea of entrepreneurship, even
though that word had not been put
into wide use yet, was on every
creative mind in the industry. The
founding of ones’ own company
became the natural progression of
any ambitious career plan. This
second evolution of the industry
19: The Classic Map of Silicon Valley, One of My Companies Is On It
blossomed
into
some
50-60
companies. It took on the real form of a true industry as opposed to some small
cottage industry. In those days, a company had to make money in order to become
publicly traded. Many of these companies finally achieved that goal. However,
profits were not significant, stock prices were low, and there was still a two-tothree-year cycle of boom and recession that made working in the chip business a
roller coaster ride. Not many millionaires were made, but things were finally
beginning to look serious.
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The first chip to be used in a car was announced to great celebration and
excitement! I remember this earth-shaking news being announced. It seemed like
some kind of rite of passage had been achieved and that chips might truly be here
to stay!
The third permutation of Silicon Valley more resembled what the valley is today. A
conglomeration of not only chip companies but software, hardware, and a myriad
of other high technology products and services. Flooded with venture capital, this
industry is unrecognizable compared to the early days, with “going public” a firstorder task, profit a messy detail, and a flood of people, money, and ideas creating
the future rather than trying to anticipate it.
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“Baisuckly” Al
The software business is an interesting place, just look around. Some of the most
prominent names in the industry are people like Larry Page, Steve Jobs, Wozniak
of course, and the sentence is not complete without mentioning Bill Gates. It has
been overflowing with brilliant minds and creative spirits from the beginning, with
one of the most revered early pioneers being my friend Dr. Allen Baisuck
(pronounced “basic” kind of), Just Al to his friends.
Software, much like chips, found many of its most early users being organizations
like NASA and the semiconductor chip industry. In those very early days, the
space was dominated by a very few companies, IBM, Control Data, and Sperry
Univac, being just a few. But, some very bright people realized you could write
software in your basement with almost no money and then sell it to people for
maybe a lot of money! So, the early pioneers founded the tradition of
entrepreneurship in this new industry, and what would become one of the largest
and most profitable industries ever known to man was born.
Into this new vista came a young and very bright guy with a shiny new Ph.D. from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and dreams larger than most. It is worth noting
that at the time, and up to today, if you are going to get a degree entailing
computer technology and software, Rensselaer Polytechnic is the place to have it
from. That degree will open many doors and make you the envy of most computer
geeks of this genre. It was kind of the equivalent of having an MBA from the
Harvard Business School, only for software people. This new young Jewish fellow
from New York was my dear friend Al.
Al was many things. First, he was one of the most analytically brilliant people I
have ever met, and no one I have met that knew Al would disagree. Al had kind of
blithely aced his SATs’ with his math score setting a new record of 790 at the time.
Al also generally found vexingly complex logical operations problems little more
than minor yet very interesting inconveniences. He was also polite to a fault save
for an occasional bit of artful sarcasm, highly polished in his appearance, and
truly one of the funniest people I have ever known. Al was much-liked by all. I
often recall someone calling out in best cheer, “Hey, it’s Baisuckly Al!” when Al
entered the meeting room. He also had a knack for making everyone in the same
room “feel good,” and like they were part of something important.
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Al didn't start out slow or small. After his schooling ended, he soon became the
architect of the first design verification software ever created for semiconductor
devices. I'll explain. Semiconductor devices are complex and expensive to design
and manufacture. Today, for instance, a chip like the one in your cell phone may
have one to several "billion" transistors. Each transistor is a small set of
geometries making up a kind of a nanomachine, essentially, a switch in simpler
terms. Each transistor has to be defined by some means in a design, then checked
for accuracy.
What if you end up forgetting to add one transistor to the design? In a rather
funny way, it happened to a chip designer friend of mine. Funny to others, not so
much to him. This designer had been “borrowing” tested and finalized designs to
copy them from his friends in other companies, so he didn’t have to work as hard.
His management were amazed that for some
reason his designs always seemed to work the
first time, every time, so they didn’t spend much
effort checking his work after a while because
time to market was a big deal. His friends decided
to give him a design intentionally missing one
transistor. They thought it would be funny.
Because of his reputation for perfection, the chip
made it through manufacturing and was
packaged before the error was caught. A meeting
20: Microprocessor Design
was called. In the center of the conference room
table was a large pile of bad packaged devices and bad wafers, neatly stacked in
a tidy but large pile as a monument to the significant loss of money the error
represented. I was invited, because my company made the photomasks, to attend
this meeting of all of the senior management of this designer’s company. It seemed
there was the question of whether the original design was drawn wrong or my
company had somehow altered the design by accident to produce the error. In
other words, there would be only one execution that day, and the executee was to
be either the designer or me.
As the company executives in this large ornate conference room counted the
transistors aloud and one by one, the designer stood cowering in the corner kind
of trying to blend in with the draperies hanging there. I tried to cower as part of
the larger group around the table with the fleeting thought that perhaps I could
save myself by taking hostages. As the count of the transistors drawn on the
original design continued, audibly increasing in volume as it approached the end,
the outcome was unavoidable.
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The design was drawn with 1,023 shift register bits, not 1,024. It did not end well
for my friend. I successfully resisted the urge to perform my rendition of “Snoopys’
Spring Dance”.
Forgetting a transistor is not good, and as a result, somebody has to not only
check to make sure they are all there, but that each transistor is accurately
designed in relation to the other billion or so transistors nearby, and that each
transistor is not affected, in a myriad of quantum and mechanical ways, by all
their neighboring billion or so brother transistors on the chip. I’m sure you get
the idea that this is work for a computer, a very BIG computer, rather than the
afternoon project for a couple of casual laborers with pocket calculators from the
local temp agency.
Next, once the design is done, you spend anywhere from $20,000 to $1,000,000
for a set of photomasks that miniaturize your design and make it ready for
manufacturing. Following close behind is the wafer fabrication process where the
chip is born. The expense for this is often in the millions of dollars and, of course,
there is that old “market timing” dilemma wherein if you miss the market window
by weeks or even days, your chip is not designed into the next great fully
automated and wifi enabled foot massager, and as such, nobody buys your chips.
Bottom line, if things go wrong you are out somewhere between a few million
dollars you already spent and several hundred million in sales you will never get.
Let us hope that even if all these above tasks were followed carefully and with
great speed, that some distracted engineer along the way did not make some small
error in the device logic, causing your chip to massage feet in the wrong direction.
Yikes! This all sounds really difficult!
Into this maelstrom of risk and uncertainty came Al Baisuck. To briefly explain
what Al did, he designed computer software to not only count all the little
transistors, but also to check them for design accuracy, and to then, without even
building the chip, figure out if the chip is going to work right and if the chip was
successfully designed to do the job it was intended for. All without having to
actually build the chip! This was arguably one of the really significant innovations
in the history of semiconductor design. The chips really couldn’t have gone much
bigger without this one idea.
Taking his new idea, Al, along with some brilliant acquaintances of his, founded
Phoenix Data Systems, Inc. in Albany New York, where they developed the
product, Maskap, the first design verification software program to exist. Phoenix
Data Systems quickly grew to be probably the most highly valued, on paper at
least, software company in the industry, and likely well beyond that industry.
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Maskap became a must-have tool for chip design companies worldwide and
spawned an industry that today holds enormous sway worldwide through
companies like Cadence Design Automation, Mentor Graphics, Synopsis, and
others. Today, the chip industry would not exist in its present form if it weren't
for innovations that made larger chips manufacturable.
I got to know Al years later when another company he founded, Pinebush
Technologies, Inc., also in Albany N.Y., had developed a product that I
subsequently convinced them to name HyperPlot. It seemed that, because chip
design data files by then were so utterly large, there was no real way to print one.
The design files were simply too much data. You could see your design on a
computer screen, but unfortunately, there was no large and colorful “trophy plot”
to hang in your lobby to brag about your massive and advanced chip. Or, simply
just blow up a piece of the chip to take a closer look on a conference table. The
Pinebush engineers, one in particular named Bill Hoover, considered this problem
child’s play, and for him, it likely was. His effort divining complex yet tidily small
algorithms evolved into a product that ended up selling to virtually every chip
company in the world. It became the standard, kind of like “Ajax” for printing, and
we sold close to eighty million dollars of that little product in the end.
However, in the beginning, Pinebush really didn’t know
how to sell this thing, and looking around, they thought
of me. I had just finished my tenure as a division president
of an aerospace company, Sierracin Electro Optical
Imaging (EOI for short), and having come to my senses
and fleeing, was looking for some new venture. I had met
Al before, and he apparently heard things about me that
were likely contrived or the results of successful bribes. At
any rate, Al flew out to California from New York, and we
met at my office in Santa Clara. He posited to me the
virtues of this new product and wondered if I might be
interested in doing something with it. From that meeting
came The Shearwater Group, a company I founded for the
purpose of worldwide software distribution to the chip
industry.

21: Al and I atop Mt. Kohala on
The Big Island of Hawaii circa 2004

By this time, there were a variety of small software companies sprouting up that
were usually made up of a handful of engineers and little more, none having any
idea how to sell their product to the chip companies around the world. So, The
Shearwater Group met that need, becoming kind of like a miniature version of
Capitol Records only for chip design software.
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These small software companies could bring their application to us, and we would
distribute it around the world. In the end, it was a great success, and I had a lot
of fun doing it. I kept the business small so that it would continue to be fun and
sold the business later to a fellow that worked at the company.
As time passed, Al moved to California, so we were closer, and our friendship grew.
Eventually, I moved to Hawaii, and Al would visit me there. He became enamored
with the place and eventually moved there himself. Unfortunately, and all too
soon, Al was overwhelmed by cancer of unrelenting cruelty, and he left this world
long before many like me were content to be done with him. He, his incomparable
sense of humor and wise counsel are sorely missed.
The semiconductor industry lost one of the most brilliant software architects to
ever touch a keyboard.
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Oceans
My career in Silicon Valley and high technology spanned more than two decades.
Those 20+ years encompassed the first and the second iteration of Silicon Valley.
By my third year in the industry, I joined two others to found a photomask
manufacturing company called Micrographic Products, Inc... We later changed
the name to Ultratech Photomask. My role was vice-president of marketing and
sales, with growth and profitability coming quickly and in great abundance. As
the founders and managers of the company, all of us were young, with way too
much money, too little sense, and boundless self-confidence. A sure recipe for a
bumpy ride with likely a spectacular crash at the end.
Fortunately, we all survived, in our professional lives at least. Our personal lives,
however, sustained a frightening toll from too many 12-16-hour work days, and
an all-consuming absorption in our business during the few hours we did have
away from work. Few marriages survived in this maelstrom. In fact, I have a hard
time recalling survivors from amongst the many friends and associates I had. Even
the few I can recall bore scars from the experience. It was the best of times and
the worst of times. An undertaking not designed for the faint of heart.
Before my time in high technology came to an end, I started and sold two more
companies, and spent some time as the Division President of an Aerospace
company where I learned that, if I chose to, I could survive in a tsunami of political
intrigue, but only at the cost of my own soul. I opted for a move to the exit instead.
Through all of this, a few things had become clear. I really enjoyed starting
businesses and I was fairly good at it, but I really didn’t enjoy running them at all
after they achieved some size and success. I really wasn’t very good at running
them anyway. My heart was in the creation, not the maintenance. Once you know
you can do a thing, what’s the point? I’m sure there is one, and its’ probably an
important one that points out some kind of terrible character flaw that I possess,
but for me, I didn’t get it. It became clear that my original goal of commercial
fishing was probably a pretty smart idea in the first place. I should pursue that
impassioned dream to do something I really loved, and as I would come to learn,
I was fairly good at it.
Before my time in high technology came to an end, I started and sold two more
companies, and spent some time as the Division President of an Aerospace
company where I learned that, if I chose to, I could survive in a tsunami of political
intrigue, but only at the cost of my own soul. I opted for a move to the exit instead.
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Through all of this, a few things had become clear. I really enjoyed starting
businesses, and I was fairly good at it, but that I really didn't enjoy running them
at all after they achieved some size and success. I really wasn't very good at
running them anyway. My heart was in the creation, not the maintenance. Once
you know you can do a thing, what's the
point? I'm sure there is one, and its' probably
an important one that points out some kind
of terrible character flaw that I possess, but
for me, I didn't get it. Additionally, it became
clear that my original goal of commercial
fishing was probably a pretty smart idea in
the first place. I should pursue that
impassioned dream to do something I really
loved, and as I would come to learn, I was 22: My First Small Commercial Fishing Boat, 1969, photo
from Boston Whaler, Inc. 1970 Work Boat Brochure
fairly good at it. Fortunately, my high
technology journey had provided generous financial rewards so that I could decide
my own choice of futures. So I did. As a result, came the end of my high technology
experience. I really do miss a few things about running small companies in Silicon
Valley.
Things like everyone agreeing with whatever you said so that you could screw up
really big and never see it coming. And there was hearing yourself talked about at
the next table in a restaurant, by people you have never met, who are filling in
their captive audience on what a malefactor you are. Or, finding some juicy article
in the newspaper about some guy that "was in the catbird's seat" only to realize
the article was about you. Oh, wait, those are things I don't miss!
A couple of traits that make good company leaders include the need for constant
punishment and pain tolerance to the extent of just being numb from the bridge
of the nose down. I’ve known some outstanding CEOs. Many couldn’t start a
business to save their life, but if they could, I guess they might not be a good CEO
anymore. The skill sets are different unless you are Bill Gates. I prefer more
solitary activities that don’t really compete against other people, but instead test
yourself. Commercial fishing is the essence of that. The ocean will humble you, or
kill you, your choice.
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Capitola-By-The-Sea
Early in my Silicon Valley journey, I decided to live on the ocean, far away from
Silicon Valley. When I left my job in high technology for the day, the world I
returned to every evening did not look like Silicon Valley at all. Nor did it smell
like Silicon Valley or entail the sounds that emanate from and pervade a growing
and booming business center. Car horns, loud fast-paced conversation, and
thundering jets overhead being just a few of the auditory stimulus that one is
bombarded by, and eventually succumbs to no longer notice at all, in such places.
Silicon Valley, in those times, when it wasn’t smelling heavily of catsup and fruit
cocktail from the local Del Monte cannery, it smelled of photoresist all the time.
Photoresist is the substance silicon wafers are coated with to make them ready
for manufacturing steps of deposition, etching, or other processes. “Resist” as it
was loosely called, was processed with a solvent called xylene, the number one
carcinogenic amongst chemicals on the list maintained by the Environmental
Protection Agency for many years. It has a sweet, pleasant, and highly
recognizable odor right up to the moment it kills you. That is what you faintly
smelled, everywhere, every day, in Silicon Valley in those times. Maybe today there
are worse toxic brews topping the list, but xylene “was not your friend.”
To escape this and perhaps have some hope of remaining nominally sane (a failed
endeavor, of course), I called the little town of Capitola home. Capitola-By-The-Sea,
as it was called, was about 40 miles from the logical center of Silicon Valley, that
place being aptly named Middlefield Road at the time. Capitola was nestled in a
small coastal valley at the mouth of Soquel
Creek, just a few miles south of Santa Cruz.
This little village was not on the fast track to
anywhere. It was more so a throwback to
another time. A time when broken sagging
streets, perhaps displaying a horses' parting
gift, might have been considered one of the
better thoroughfares. A 600 square foot house
was considered a large and spacious castle. The
23: Capitola-By-The-Sea
town was not for those leaning into the future,
rather, for those much more inclined for a retreat to the past. When I moved there
around 1969, the town was referred to by the self-defined elites and high brows of
Santa Cruz County as "Crapitola." You could buy most of the neglected two-block
downtown area of the village for not much more than what a small house in "The
Flats" of Capitola sells for today.
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Flying in the face of the Santa Cruz purveyors of snobbery was the quiet knowledge
possessed by all Capitolans of the day, that Capitola had it all! We had a cozy
beach, and even though it washed away every winter, thanks to the citizens of
Santa Cruz's greed for a harbor and jetty, trucks could put it back every spring.
We had broken-down art galleries along the two-block main drag that were truly
"quaint", and were from time to time made even more so by the ocean waves that
swept through town by exceptionally large storms. Yes, when a storm came into
town, it quite literally "came into town"! On such occasions, any floating log
entering your establishment through the front windows was considered your
property, to be done with as you please.
Skeeball could be played on the beach boardwalk with abandon, using balls that
were once round. The best steak sandwich and fries in anyone’s memory could be
counted on from Babe Yabobovich’s little ordering window at the Bandstand
eatery right at the beach. The police department had 3 officers, if everyone showed
up for work, and a patrol car that was prominently marked.
Lastly, we had no end to characters. We
had a town drunk that carried out the role
with dignity. At times, returning home well
after midnight, I discovered him lying in
the gutter, having failed his attempt at the
Depot Hill grade, and I stuffed his 300+
pounds girth into my 600 Honda Coupe to
safely return him to his eternally patient
and forgiving wife. His great mass in my 24: 1971 Honda 600 Couple Yes, mine was orange too, they
tiny car left no room to reach the floor all were orange
shifter to get underway, so the journey was undertaken in first gear.
We had a village idiot who reminded us daily that we should be grateful for our
lives and if you elected to perform a good deed on that day, there he was, a hardy
volunteer offering himself to aid in your quest. We had a retired and often
inebriated sea captain, Captain “Red” Adams, to regale anyone willing to lend an
ear with tall tales of daring upon the high seas. Then there was Babe, the local
restaurateur. In his 70s and 80s he would celebrate many small but contentious
city council meetings by tipping over furniture to deliver his views with fists. We
also had Mayor Graves, a short, round, roly-poly mayor, the perfect mayor. He
was always prepared to expound, on a moment’s notice, and at length, on the
unlimited virtue and perfection that was Capitola-By-The-Sea. Nowhere could you
find a better, more complete, and perfectly populated small town than this one. It
lay wedged there in a by-gone era waiting for those few fortunate to have found it
to drink in its endless nostalgias.
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Troubled Waters
I had fished all my life, albeit in some pretty dicey places with my dad, but I had
never done so on the ocean. It occurred to me I needed to jump into that sooner
rather than later, and with total commitment. Living on the ocean as I did back
then, I had opportunity and access, so I set out to learn how to work and fish on
the greatest of waters. This was how it began.
How can one say they didn’t know John Wayne but that they “knew” John Wayne?
Well, I can kind of say that. I did, in fact, wave at John Wayne once, and he waved
back as I sailed past his house in Newport Beach, California. He was sitting in a
lawn chair out on a small spit of land at his home, and as I sailed past, we waved,
as is customary and proper behavior for mariners. But what I’m really referring to
is the part of the story that takes into consideration John Wayne was just an
actor, but through his acting, he served to embody a vision of what it meant to be
a true American. This persona is one of honesty, integrity, kindness, bravery, and
a commitment to honorable behavior. I don’t know if John Wayne was any or all
of those things, but I was fortunate enough to know such a person that did, in
fact, embody these difficult to achieve traits and values. His name was Tom, Tom
Shanahan to be more specific. He is the person that enabled me to fish upon the
ocean and, in that process, taught me much more about the art of living in a right
way.
Tom was a merchant seaman, traveling
the world in his youth, on a succession
of freighters and other ocean-going
vessels, until he finally came ashore to
live in Anchorage Alaska during its
more primitive days. He worked as a
lineman for Alaska Power and Light in
his early time there. He showed his
penchant for imagination when, as a
side business, he undertook beach
netting for salmon and acquiring the 25: The Capitola Pier
makings of the first ever circus in
Alaska. His circus would tour in the summer, when a lineman’s job was least
demanding, and his first stop every year would be the nearby army base for the
free lightbulbs and green paint they provided him. As a result he probably could
have called it the “green circus”, but at least all the light bulbs work.
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I came to know him after he moved from Alaska to a little town named Capitola,
California, so named because in its’ birth the town had the aspiration to be the
capital of California, a failed dream to say the least, but a good and brave dream
none the less. Tom had purchased an ocean wharf there, a wharf that was quite
old, so old that in the completion of its building the wharf had been dedicated
by Abraham Lincoln himself. The original purpose of the wharf was to load potatoes
and lumber on to ships, so it was sometimes called “The Potato Wharf”. Owning a
wharf is not for the faint of heart. The complication of fires, 20-foot waves, and the
incessant assault by torpedo worms makes a wharf owners life both daily eventful
and punishing. Fire calls at 3am, because somebody had dropped a cigarette
between the planks, or missing fishermen in one of the wharfs rental skiffs that
are lost in the fog and in need of rescue are just a couple of the daily bizarre and
challenging events that beset a pier owner. But Tom was ideally suited for this roll,
being confident he could fix any problem and endure any challenge.
I began fishing from the pier while working in Silicon Valley. I didn’t enjoy living
in Silicon Valley, so I lived in Capitola, just a couple of blocks from the wharf on
Depot Hill. Tom took it upon himself to satisfy my every foolish question and
seemingly inexhaustible supply of enthusiasm for fishing. We became friends.
Tom was always there to help anyone and he would seemingly brave any danger to
answer the need for assistance, some of which were mighty dangerous needs. I will
relate one example as follows;
On Sunday, October 8, 1972, a bright, calm, and clear morning dawned on
Monterey Bay. It was the perfect day at the beach. The air was calm and warm,
the water almost bathtub tepid and welcoming. There was a sailboat race with
many sailing vessels racing long distances around a course traversing much of
the Bay. Fishing boats dotted the water for miles close by Santa Cruz, enjoying
the end of summers’ good luck. There is a phenomenon that rarely happens that
no mariner or weather prognosticator can predict. It is the result of the jet stream,
a flowing river of air that flows at high altitudes around the earth at speeds of 40100 miles per hour or more. At these rare events, the jet stream falls all the way
to the ground, or water as the case might be, and that is what happened that
splendid day in Capitola.
Suddenly, and without warning, and with bright blue sky’s shining, the wind
accelerated from dead calm to speeds of 45 -60 miles per hour with gusts close to
100 miles per hour in minutes. The coast guard was swamped with calls of boats
in distress and, without sufficient means to save lives, the Coast Guard called for
assistance to known good seaman, one of those first coming to mind to them
being Tom Shanahan.
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Tom, in his calm quiet way, did not hesitate to set events in motion, selecting a
20-foot Evinrude tri-hull boat that was stored nearby, Tom ordered the deck crew
to launch it into the waves from a crane on the pier. By this time the waves had
reached the height of the pier decking sending rippling jets of water up between
the planks on the crest.
The fall was 15 feet or more on each wave to the trough, so launching by crane
was an exercise in careful timing and foolhardy luck. With the boat threatening to
be dragged sidewise and swamped by the passing 15-foot walls of water, and the
crane threatening to be broken from its’ moorings, the entire operation was fraught
with peril. But Tom was ready to go, and seeing me nearby, asked if I was ready
to help him tow-in boats that were in danger of sinking. It’s a good thing that I
normally give potential actions only limited thought because had I thought about
it, I may have not climbed in the boat. But in my continued belief that overthinking
often leads to a more than boring life I jumped into the boat with Tom as he and
I endured the precarious launch and began a voyage into the tempest.
For the following hours, and through the rescue of
several boats, we were pounded by the sea. Taking
a foot or more of water over the bow became an
expected and frequent event, filling most of the selfbaling craft many times. Tom would gun the
engine, the water would pour over the stern, and
on we would go. The wind could be seen ripping the
top two feet off the waves, turning them into
churning white foam froth covering the sea. Not too
far away, the 100-ton sailing schooner Shamrock
IV, a historic sailing vessel, wrecked on the beach
and was later destroyed. Thanks to Tom, people
were saved, and tragedy was avoided. I was given a
memorable insight into the temperamental power
that was the sea. Through all of this Tom quietly
manned the wheel, artfully guiding the boat through
the chaos. I was left amazed at his skill and the
degree to which he knew the waves and the water. It was much like observing
a maestro at work. My job was to bale, pull kelp strands off the windshield, hook up
towing lines, and to watch and learn. This is only one brief insight into Tom, there
are many more tales of courage, perseverance, and honor that are ascribed to him.
He was for me, a friend, a teacher, and an invaluable visitor in my life. And it does
prove my point, I really did know John Wayne.
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Fishing and The Art of Thinking
Why do people fish? I have wondered endlessly about that question. Why did my
dad fish almost every moment he had available, and why do I not consider a dollar
well spent unless at least half of it is devoted to purchasing some kind of new
fishing gizmo, one I am sure will provide a new level of success to my fishing
endeavors. I have asked a few important visitors to my life about this over time
but still don’t have confidence I am close to finding the issue resolved. For
instance, when I was about 8 years old, I asked my uncle Glenn why he went
fishing all the time. His reply was, “well, you know, it’s because you never know
what you are going to catch!” After taking a moment to seriously contemplate what
he had told me, and with a thoughtful nod to his imparted wisdom, I replied that
it made perfect sense to me. Later in life, however, I discovered the same thing
could be said about consorting with women of questionable reputation. That
reason lost much of its luster, and I renewed my search for the true meaning of
fishing.
This search has continued for over seventy years now, and I am still uncertain
why the simple act of fishing can captivate certain individuals. Sometimes to such
an extent, they seem to regularly careen off the tracks at the mention of a certain
lure or a strip of artfully cut pork rind fluttering in the water. But I did once hear
a remarkable insight into fishing, commercial
fishing in particular, that rang out with the clear
note of truth. This shining ray of understanding
came to light at what could be termed a
commercial fishermen’s union meeting. Now,
calling commercial fishermen gregarious and
socially engaging would be kind of like calling a
2,500-pound stellar sea lion the perfect house pet.
Still, commercial fishermen do have their small
get-togethers when the wind blows, and as long as those occasions include beer
and sufficient time for stories to be told.
At one such rare assemblage, the conversation got around to what it would be like
to have “a million dollars.” Commercial fishermen, almost without exception, have
no experience at all at having a whole lot of money, so it was a great subject to
discuss a little bit to get the “read” of the local waters on this issue.
Well, the subject kind of went back and forth around the room with the typical
types of things proposed. Moving to Tahiti (commercial fishermen fantasize a bit
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about simply being warm). Heading to Las Vegas to try and triple the heat (another
massive character flaw present in most fishermen). And some just wanted a bigger
boat, mostly all commercial fishermen want a bigger boat. As it came around to
me, I mumbled something incoherent about getting a bigger boat or world peace,
but mostly concentrated on keeping my head low because I knew what I would do
if I had a million dollars. I did, and I was doing it, and they didn’t know that.
I was not the only one in the room keeping a low profile. Not too far away sat Al
Shugart, another Silicon Valley guy with a second life and insatiable passion as a
commercial fisherman. Al had started a little place called Shugart Technology,
and the name was later changed to Seagate Technology. If you ever owned a
personal computer, you probably gave Al money. Al sat too kind of taking in the
sights on the ceiling while this discussion unfolded.
Well, at the back of the room, there sat Stan, an old fisherman. He never really
talked much, nor did he suffer the blather of fools with any degree of patience
whatsoever. Stan simply observed the world around him with intense scrutiny
while taking long pulls on his ever-present bent briar block Meerschaum pipe. We
all regarded Stan as remarkably intelligent and well-read, so when he talked, he
was intently listened to by those in attendance.
Stan ran a traditional net boat, a vintage vessel that had endured more than half
a century of punishment at the hands of the sea. The boat had survived in kind
of the visage of an aged prizefighter whose face was a map of scars tracing each
past encounter. I had come to know Stan by chance when the slip next to Stans
boat came available, and I needed just such a slip being new
as I was in the harbor at that time. It seemed that Stan
represented a recurring and rather thorny problem for the
harbormaster.
Stans dock, next to his boat, was always covered with an
obstacle course of net gear, fish boxes, and other detritus that
Stan claimed was vital to the operation of his fishing
enterprise. In addition, upon cleaning his nets, Stans dock
would inevitably collect a daily assortment of things that were
either alive or with the appearance of having once been so.

26: Not Stan... but close!

These past and present creatures would fall from the nets, and with a little help
from the sun, fill the afternoon breeze with a fragrance that, at best, could be
called “Eau de Low Tide”. As a result, the harbor could not get anyone to stay in
the slip next to Stan, nor stem their effusive complaints, given the daily obstacle
course present there accented by what one might term a “unique and moving”
olfactory experience.
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The harbor master, sensing my desperation and vulnerability I suppose,
suggested “well, I do have one slip available, but I should mention, its next to a
fella named Stan”. I had heard all the stories about Stan and his war with the
neighbors, and thought it would probably work out just fine, or at least provide a
new source of some humor. So, I assured the harbor master this was going to
work out great and told him “you can consider this problem solved!” after which
he replied with one squinted eye, “We’ll see..”.
As I prepared to move into the new slip, I decided that it was perhaps time to have
a little fun at Stans expense, to introduce myself, and being new to that part of
the harbor I suspected Stan did not know me. The next day I donned my “sail
boaters’ outfit”. Commercial fishermen hate all sailboaters by the way, mainly
because they always think they have the right of way. Of course, they don’t, with
fishermen generally referring to them as “ragheads”. A sailboaters outfit could
generally be described as snappy deck shoes, tasteful slacks, and topped off with
some kind of a polo shirt. Donned in a similar motif and sporting my best bland
smile and a camera, I headed for Stans dock.
Upon arriving, I noticed him sitting in the stern of his boat cleaning nets, and he
watched me carefully as I got out my measuring tape and began taking
measurements of the shared dock between his boat and where mine would be.
Stan looked at me with increasing suspicion and concern as I puttered and
measured and I waived my hands about as if placing imaginary items around the
dock only to stop and rearrange them again. Finally, Stan couldn’t take it any
longer and fell helplessly into my trap, as if ironically caught in one of his own
nets. Rising from his seat on the net roller, he asked me in a no-nonsense and
confrontational tone, “what are you doing?!”. With a look of unbridled enthusiasm,
I leapt into my explanation;
I was bringing my sailboat to be moored there the following day, and I was
measuring the dock for some new indoor-outdoor carpet we would install so my
friends could come over, and we could all sit in our deck chairs and have wine in
the afternoons. I assured him it would be wonderful and that he could join us if
“that fishing work” allowed. Through Stans sunburned and weathered face, the
pure red of rage rose to an almost heat-producing crimson flame as Stan rose,
without a word, and stomped off down the dock headed toward the harbor
master’s office, convinced his worst nightmare had descended upon him.
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“Good God, Sailboaters!!” I’m not sure what the harbormaster told Stan, but I
remember the look on Stans face the following day when I pulled into my new slip
dressed in rubber fishing coveralls and in a big steel fishing boat that belched
diesel fumes and smelled like fish.
Stan literally tripped on some of his own hazards as he hurried across the dock
to help me with my mooring lines and give me a hearty handshake, welcoming me
to the dock. Stan and I became good friends over the years, and he turned out to
be the best dock mate anyone could ask for.
That brings us back to the aforementioned fishermen’s union meeting and the
important question at hand; What would you do if you had a million dollars. When
it came around to Stan as the only one who had not spoken to the topic, all eyes
turned to him. Stan took a moment, nodding his head in deep thought while
taking long pulls on his steeply curved pipe, and finally pronounced, “I would
commercial fish til it was gone!”. And to everyone, that was the purest explanation
of fishing that any of us had ever heard. You weren’t apt to make much money at
fishing, but that didn’t matter. Fishing was not a means to an end; it was the end.
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Kings!
The most prized of the salmon is the king salmon, also known as kings, chinook,
slick tail, and if they are big, tyee. In the open ocean, they grow to over 100 pounds
and can rock a 40-foot boat when they are hooked on an outrigger. The typical
day of fishing for these incredible creatures runs something like this.
In a fishing port or anchorage, the daily activity starts early; usually, around 4am
as the general rule. Bait is made, engines are warmed, and the national weather
service offshore marine forecast blares over outdoor speakers mounted on the aft
deck of each boat. By 4:30 am, the procession begins as a line of boats head out,
each boats' course charted for some secret
destination for that day, or that week, that in each
captain's mind will be the right place to be. By
5:30 am, the procession is over. Leaving after this
time means the best part of the day, the morning
bite, will be missed.
Fishing each day, you get a sense of the rhythm
of the tides and the movement of the schools of
fish. From that daily connection with the sea, a
fisherman has a sense of where to go on the
morning run. Missing a day throws off the whole
equation, leaving one feeling just a bit lost and
disconnected, having to start all over again.
27: Anatomy of a Pacific Salmon Troller
Asking information from other boats is considered
embarrassing and professing a lack of understanding, so as a rule, it is not done.
If you do ask, any advice or insight should be viewed as suspect and perhaps
contrived for the sheer purpose of sending you off in some fruitless chase for what
are laughingly called "radio fish". After all, fishermen and hunters are competitors
for a limited resource. Everyone is expected to carry their own weight and rely on
their own skills.
The boats, covered in the wetness of the night, windows mostly useless from the
morning dew, and a lack of anything on the sea for light to reflect from, head out
each day into the blackness, counting mostly on fate to not bring a log or equally
dangerous obstacle into their path. Hours of running in the pitch black open sea
at night teach a lesson of faith. The fisherman knows the dangers are there but is
confident they are unlikely to cross paths with them today. So each boat steams
ahead at or near full throttle into a seemingly black abyss.
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The morning run is often calculated to bring the boat to the selected grounds just
as the first faint hint of pale light gathers in the east. Still too dark to work, deck
lights are turned on, and the fishing operations begin. Ocean salmon trolling trade
fishermen can be grouped into two general camps of thought. There are the "bait
fishermen" that swear by live or recently live bait as the only workable salmon
attractant of choice. This group is counterbalanced by the "hardware fishermen"
that insist a hardware store worth of shiny metallic lures are the only intelligent
way to catch salmon, thus not allowing the boat to become contaminated with the
general smell and sliminess of a herring or anchovy. There is never a clear winner
in this perpetual disagreement. It depends on the day, the light, the tides, and
what the salmon have for the hors d'oeuvre of choice at any given moment. Both
camps of thought seem to scrape a living from the sea, and so see no need to
change.
I have a good friend in Alaska that was an ardent "hardware fisherman," and you
may have drawn from the slant of my explanations that I have been and will always
be a "bait fisherman." Over the years, my friend would never hesitate to point out
that I seemed to catch a good number of salmon, due to inordinately good luck,
in his view. But that "I constantly smelled like an anchovy, and as such, was not
fit for polite company!" I would counter that "His overflowing collection of "fish
bangles" cost more than what it would take to outfit a past-her-prime Hollywood
floozy, while my anchovies cost less than a nickel each and could be used for
dinner if the fishing didn't work out that day." The argument with him was an
endless exercise in trying to educate the hopeless. I am sure one day he will buy
a hardware store in his retirement so he can finally have enough shiny metal to
hoard and run his fingers through. Sometimes you can spot hardware fishermen
because they will have some favorite lure or piece of hardware hooked to their hat.
I tried the same thing with an anchovy, but the effect was short-lived.
With the morning run complete, fishing can begin with baits laid out (let us say
anchovies, because, as we know, there is no finer bait!), lead cannonballs up to
60 pounds lowered on stainless steel cables. Leaders set in bins for fast
deployment. The assembled gear is lowered, and the hunt begins. Salmon, as a
rule, prefer the peace and darkness of the depths, and 40 fathoms is kind of like
their living room, 60 fathoms their basement. Anything less than 20 fathoms is
kind of like the kitchen where you only ever go when you are hungry. King salmon
are also very discerning diners, so the bait needs to keep moving along, or the
salmon's sharp eyesight, even in the darkness of the depths, will figure out the
puzzle.
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Fishing consists of a series of long tacks, usually in one direction until salmon are
found, and then in tacks back and forth to try to stay with the fish while not
tangling hydraulic gear with other boats. Customs and rules apply for the
coordination of a tacking fleet competing for fish. If you don't know the rules, you
often get yelled at over the water or over other boats' "Public Address" systems.
Being offshore and beyond the boundaries of polite speech, your imagination is
your only guide in the creative use of profanity in these verbal exchanges. The
more, the better seems to be a pretty well-accepted rule of thumb.
Some days are slow, and the time and distance between fish are great. On those
days, the radio can offer some relief, whether it be a marine vhf, sideband, or a
CB. Sometimes on those slow days all you catch are hake, a generally useless fish,
except to the Russians, who think they are just about the best fish God ever made.
Hake have rows of needle-sharp teeth and when
taking out the hook you often end up with a
finger perforated with a whole row of tiny little
holes, each spouting a little fountain of blood.
Fishermen are no fans of hake, unless they are
Russian, in which case they probably call all of
their friends to brag about having a hake or
waving it at other Russian boats to show them
they have nothing on you.
Usually, on these slow “hake only” days, some 28: The Makings For A Mighty Tasty Board!
young
new-to-the-endeavor
commercial
fisherman will sincerely ask on the radio if hake are any good for anything. This
is where one of the veterans of the fleet will offer to give the young fellow a recipe
that will make catching a hake a “great boat moment” rather than just “another
stinking hake moment”. The gullible victim, either out of genuine interest in eating
a hake, or more likely, out of polite deference to a old-timer, will indicate his
readiness to learn obscure and guarded information. The recipe usually runs
about 5-10 minutes to be thoroughly detailed and goes something like this:
Hake should be fileted carefully to remove the bones and skin to reveal the presently
awful, but soon-to-be transformed white flesh. The filets are then rubbed with a
seasoning consisting of at least 10 ingredients, each herb or spice carefully listed,
and the proportions gone over twice so there are no errors in the marinate. Sage is a
must, you should always keep sage onboard, and persimmon, it's not going to taste
right without a dash of persimmon. The filets are marinated in this mixture for at
least two hours in a lower shelf of the onboard refrigerator or in the ice hold if that
is easier to accommodate.
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After marinating, the filets are placed on a clear pine baking board. Cedar should
only be used for salmon, for hake, and its' part of the secret, the board must be clear
pine in that knots can introduce an unpleasant taste. The onboard diesel stove is
then heated to 325 degrees and the filets are baked on the board for 25 minutes.
After removing from the oven you can then let cool for serving, at which point you
scrape the hake over the side and eat the pine board.
It usually takes a minute or two for the young fella to realize he has been taken in,
and it can be a little confusing to hear 20 or 40 other boats laughing over the radio
all at the same time, but it does leave the new fisherman with an increased sense
of awareness of whether a question is stupid or not before they ask it.
Other stories are told over the radio on slow days, ‘The Story of the Little Seal”
Fishermen hate seals, sea lions, and the like because they steal the fish, so it is
pretty humorous to hear an old commercial fisherman telling kind of a “bedtime
story” about a cute and much-loved little seal. Most commercial fishermen will
gently thumb their wheelhouse shotgun as they listen to the tale drifting from the
radio. Or there is “The Story of the Big Bite 20 Miles Up The Coast Going On Right
Now!” that you should pull your gear and run for. As the story unfolds, there is
always a boat or two that are new to the fleet that do, in fact, pull their gear and
start running.
Usually, when enough time has passed for these eager opportunists to have made
it about 10 miles, the storyteller will get back on the radio and say, “my god, I got
that all wrong! The hot bite is south, down the coast! Gosh, sorry I screwed that
up, but the fella that told me got it mixed up!” This is just a sampling of other
parables of absolute bullshit that help pass the time between “hake only” days and
moments of complete and utter chaos that erupt when the salmon are found.
Fishing goes on until darkness or the weather forces a retreat. All in all, there is
simply no better way to spend a day, surrounded by incredible scenery, a
waterfront view, and as much adventure as you are willing to put up with. At the
end of the day, going to sleep usually takes less than a minute and your last
thought of the day is that you can hardly wait to do it again!
My commercial fishing boats grew quickly in size so I could venture further yet
onto the water. In a somewhat unusual contradiction, I learned the further I
traveled out onto the ocean, the more desolate it became. Those few things I found
further into the deep proved to be much more interesting than anything on the
land, and during these voyages of discovery, you get to fish! Commercial fish, in
fact. What could be better?
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There isn’t a great deal more to say about commercial fishing. You kill things, you
eat things, or they eat you. It is a solitary activity, and, considering the kind of
fishing I was involved with, trolling for ocean salmon and tuna, there is only a
small crew or no crew at all. As a result, going long periods, days in fact, without
talking to anyone was normal and it explains why most Alaskans don’t have much
to say even after you have known them for a long time. The solitude out on the
open ocean offered me the opportunity to truly come to know myself. This solitude
suited me perfectly, and I treasure every moment I could do it.
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Steel
As I have mentioned previously, every commercial fisherman wants a bigger boat.
The ocean is simply too large and intimidating to not feel that way all the time.
Being a combination of thrifty and foolish, I decided to build my first boat, a 52foot 50-ton steel schooner. The boat was built in Wilmington, California, “Wilmas”
to the locals, at a yard I rented. Wilmington was not
part of the bright and shiny part of Los Angeles. It
was the raw underbelly made up of refineries,
junkyards, and a run-down community of almost all
Hispanic people. These people, almost all of them as
far as I could tell, were wonderful people that cared
about each other with intense loyalty, and in spite of
their chanced station in life, took pride in themselves
and in their service to others. Even the gangs that
populated the area kept their problems reserved to
each other, treating everyone else with a kind of 29: Typical Small Commercial Fishing Boat
belligerent respect.
I came to really enjoy and value my time in Wilmington. Early each morning,
around 5am, the Mexican bakeries would open. Everyone would pass through to
buy fresh pastries of all kinds, baked throughout the previous night. Hot fresh
coffee was at the ready in large quantities
as well, and it was a perfect start to the
day for these hard-working people. When
lunch time arrived large and delicious
burritos were available around town and
out the back door of some homes that
were, in fact, very large, very delicious,
and more than enough to get you through
an afternoon of hard labor. The yard I had
30: iLas Panaderias mexicanas son maravillosas!
on “E” Street was surrounded by barbed
wire and equipped with two large dogs to serve as a deterrent against the constant
visitation by heroin addicts, loafers, and other creatures of opportunity that
constantly cruise these kinds of neighborhoods seeking to live off the fat of the
land. From time-to-time addicts would come up to the fence and ask, with violently
shaking hands, if I had any welding work to spare. Being the smart ass that I
sometimes was and am, I would ask if they specialized in spot welding. Welders
will get the humor.
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This journey of the F/V Shearwater would not be complete without the inclusion
of Char. Without her, this vessel would have remained raw steel, and without her,
my human vessel would remain more primitive, more incomplete.
My family, long ago, were generally Vikings, or they probably knew a lot of Vikings.
This is because genetically, according to several DNA tests I have had the curiosity
to have done, my heritage is about 60-70 percent Norwegian at least. Bear in mind
that Vikings had this little proclivity for taking women, whether the women were
thrilled about the prospects of going on a trip or not, from everywhere they went
and bringing them home. And, that where the Vikings went was, quite literally,
everywhere, meant that being Norwegian can mean a lot or mean very little. It is a
matter of context, and it can also matter a great deal in DNA testing whether you
test the mothers’ line or the father’s line. The fathers were almost always from
Norway. The mothers? Well, not so much.
Genes descended from the Cree of todays' Eastern Canada are another small part
of me. Given Viking and Cree's heritage, I get the sense that I can get away with a
lot and blame my crazy ancestors. I often do things that are unexpected. I also try
to embrace things that are equally thus. So, with the greatest curiosity, I joined a
Chinese family and became part of that family for over 10 years. Consequently, my
education began about a culture so durable in its customs and beliefs that it has
lasted over 5,000 years. This makes the western culture of Europe and North
America veritable toddlers, by comparison, imparting the image of a wobbly child
with a badly sagging diaper. Ok, that's not the most generous of images, but
hopefully, you get my point.
Charlene Leong, Char to her friends, is from a family of traditional Chinese people
from Southern China. Char is a wise soul. She cares for all things around her, and
has unceasing loyalty to those that she independently concludes are deserving of
it. Her family lived in the Santa Clara Valley for many years, after traveling from
China, operating a grocery store in Sunnyvale, the veritable heart of what would
become “Silicon Valley”. Char, like her other Chinese contemporaries there, had
grown up as a Chinese child in an American town. As a result, she knew how to
exist in two cultures. For some reason beyond my understanding, she decided I
was worthy of knowing and worthy of her invaluable time.
Char was an identical twin, and Darlene was her sister. This is rare in the Asian
race. I quickly learned that I could be close to Char but never as close as her twin.
An interesting idea. Char and I were together for more than 10 years. I would
claim that she partially civilized the infidel and brought peace to my life during
that time. We parted because our desires for the future were different.
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Mine being exploration and testing of new boundaries, hers being continuation,
obligation to family. She remains one of my lifelong best friends. Without her,
parts of me would not exist at all.
However, to reflect, for over 10 years, I was a fully accepted member of a Chinese
family, treated kindly and with the complete acceptance of who I was becoming.
This concept of who I was becoming hints at a key difference between a Chinese
family and a more western family, in my view. On the whole, Chinese families
seem to be much more embracing and nurturing to change than their western
counterparts. This may seem counterintuitive, but for me, my experience indicates
otherwise. Suppose one's station in life changes, coming from humble beginnings
to become a successful business person or multimillionaire, for instance. Chinese
families seem to celebrate the change and increase their respect for the individual.
Western families seem much less willing to alter their view, generally, seeming to
elect to dwell on the persons' past station and indiscretions. At times, it seems,
western families are often cruel in this way, focusing a good deal on jealousy and
envy rather than celebration and acceptance. During and after Char and I were
married, I recall being treated with complete respect and kindness by her family.
That is the legacy of 5,000 years of Chinese culture. Those ways are enduring,
which is the essence of the Chinese culture, Buddhism, and the spirit of family.
Enduring, unceasing, endless…
As the F/V Shearwater rested, floating upon its final new salt water home, I was
humored by the knowledge that underneath all of the many coats of beautiful
paint consisting of inorganic zinc, high build epoxy, and linear polyurethane, there
rested
a
52-foot-long
blackboard
annotated in English and Spanish, with
detailed drawings of how the boat was
built.
You see, Jesus Ramirez, my
foreman, spoke no English at all, and my
Spanish
remained
embarrassingly
inadequate to the task. Jesus and I would
draw out each new thing to be built, in
great detail, with soapstone welders chalk,
and annotated in English and Spanish, so
that we each clearly understood the task at
31: F/V Shearwater Off Baranof Island, Oil on Canvas By
hand. Those drawings will never be seen Gary Yakima Geyer
again, but they are there, as would be the
image of the Viking Lady to come later. With the vessel complete, the F/V
Shearwater was born. I suppose the laying of the keel was the actual date of birth,
but I always like to see if they float first before I give credit for birth.
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The boat was launched at the San Pedro Boat Works in San Pedro, California. The
journey began and spanned fishing operations from San Pedro to the remote
reaches of the Alaskan north Pacific Ocean. It was a beautiful boat and used to be
referred to in Sitka as “The Tank” because when the weather kept another ship
from going to town, The Shearwater could go. The boat now calls Sitka its home
and can still be seen between fishing operations. The captain, Dennis, is a good
guy, from Iowa, no less.

F/VSHEARWATER (657215)
USCG ID
657215
Year

1982

Length

51 feet / 15.5 meters

Depth

11 feet / 3.4 meters

Breadth

15 feet / 4.6 meters

Gross Tonnage

42

Net Tonnage

37

Name

SHEARWATER

Service

COMMERCIAL FISHING VESSEL

Trade

Coastwise Unrestricted, Fishery

Hull Material

STEEL

Builder

David Knight, Wilmington, California

Port

SITKA AK
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The Viking Lady
The last boat I built was constructed in Princeton-By-The-Sea, California, close by
Half Moon Bay. Surfers will know it as "Mavericks." This boat was a to be a
"combination vessel," meaning it could ply its trade in a variety of fisheries,
including trolling for salmon and tuna, as a tanked crabber (what this boat works
as today), or for packing, the hauling
of bulk fish for other smaller vessels.
These large combination boats are 6070 tons in weight when empty and 58
feet in length. They begin life
devouring large quantities of just
about everything. It takes 3,000lbs of
welding rod to weld the seams. To coat
32: Joe Romeos Pier and the home of Charley Tuna!
the hull, the pails of paint alone weigh
over 2000lbs. When first launched, the first few moments after splashing down can
be a heart-stopper as the builders watch, hoping the vessels keep their shiny side
up. After answering the question "will it float?" they stop at the fuel dock to load
over 6000 gallons of diesel. This takes the better part of an afternoon and more
than the better part of any money one has left after building the beast. Small
incidentals include 100 gallons of hydraulic oil and maybe 100 gallons of lube oil
if one wants the engine to remain in one piece for any significant length of time.
The building of these boats is an unnerving activity, assaulting those nearby with
a truly distressing, unrelenting, and constant cacophony of sites, sounds, and
smells. As a result, boat yards for this kind of work are located in places where
there are either no people, people that have no form of redress such as hobos and
vagrants, or people that are so enchanted by the pursuit of fish that all of this,
what normal gentry confuse as “annoyances”, smell like the sweetest of perfume
and the most melodious of music.
These kinds of places, in the past, existed around almost every port. Steinbeck
wrote about them in “Cannery Row”, recreating images of these exotic and
fascinating places in perfect detail. Princeton-By-The-Sea was just such a place
with a very old Italian man, Joe Romeo, who owned almost everything in town. Joe
drove around in an equally old pickup truck to collect the rents, in cash, from all
the junk yards, boat yards, storage yards, and permanently parked school bus
tenements that populated the several blocks of heaven that was Princeton.
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Another member of Joes’ family, Charley Romeo, ran a small tuna processing plant
there at the western end of the piers in Princeton-By-The-Sea. The pier was owned
by Joe, of course. Charley Romeo, by chance, sold the tuna operation to StarKist
Tuna lock stock and barrel, including the little blue fish on the sign. You may
remember the commercials for StarKist
featuring “Charley Tuna”? That We Owe It All
To Charlie Romeo all started by Charley
Romeo being called “Charley Tuna” around
town, so when StarKist bought the little
processing plant, their advertising agency was
so taken by the idea that they decided to make
it their identity. As a result, we all came to 33: We Owe It All To Charlie Romeo
know that little blue tuna named “Charley.”
Next door on, the lot to the East, my neighbor, known to the neighborhood as
“Indian Joe,” was a Native American carpenter living in a sailboat that looked
remarkably like a pirate ship. The land-bound vessel was propped up on shoring
timbers next to my construction yard. Joe claimed to be getting close to finishing
the boat, with, he boldly would state, “launch imminent!”. But too many years had
passed with this same status report to allow very much excitement in the
neighborhood to gain momentum.
Indian Joe would work when the beer ran low, but the rest of the time he simply
remained secluded in his stern cabin. A steady supply of empty beer cans raining
down from his stern porthole and dropping the 10 feet to the ground below. Joe
had served in Vietnam, and occasionally he returned to that war with screams
rising from the boat in the night, “they’re coming over the wire! Man the 50, this is
it!!” From time to time, accompanying the screams, a rifle barrel would protrude
from that same stern porthole, traversing from side to side looking for a target. At
those times, I elected to continue welding in my boat's steel-lined compartment,
considering the fortification duly warranted.
A little time was required to establish some rapport with Joe, usually time enough
for you to finally realize that the string of threats and profanity eminating from the
deck of a grounded sailing vessel was Joes’ form of an endearing greeting. When
the movers showed up to move my boat to the water, Joe looked disconsolate but
assured me that he would be launching right behind me and we would meet again
soon, on the water.
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Steel boats are not painted until the very end of
construction. As a result, in the one to two years
it takes to construct such a boat by a small yard
such as mine, the boat serves as an immense wall
of rust, apparently irresistible to inspired artists.
One night just such a wandering artist took it
upon themself to climb the rickety scaffolding
and, in welders chalk, draw on the boat the most
beautiful and well-endowed Norse shieldmaiden
that anyone in the neighborhood had ever seen. I
will add that she was drawn "without her shield,"
shall we say.

34: The "Viking Lady", An Oil On Canvas By Gary
Yakima Geyer

A local newspaper caught wind of this, sending some eager photographer out to get
a picture. This was followed up by some clever editor I suppose, dubbing the
accomplishment and the boat "The Viking Lady".
From that time on, people
stopped by the ship to inquire, "Is this 'The Viking Lady'" to which I would dejectedly
reply, "well, I guess so." After all, I firmly decided to name the boat something
different entirely, but I could feel the heavy burden of social pressure building on
the horizon.
The image remained on the side of the boat, renewed by this visiting artist
periodically when I wasn’t around. It was immensely enjoyed by all of the members
of the biker gang that had their clubhouse and welding shop down the street, as
well as much of Half Moon Bay, it seemed. When it finally came time to sandblast
and paint the boat, I was roundly accused of an abject act of heresy, first for not
having the Viking Lady’s’ image painted in its strikingly immodest majesty as part
of the final paint job, and secondly for not demonstrating proper respect for the
community by naming the boat “The Viking Lady”. After all, Princeton had a long
tradition of boat building, and mine was the last boat ever built there, and the
community felt that things were owed.
The biker gang down the street is worthy of comment here. They called themselves
the “Unknown Nomads,” or just “Nomads” for short. For some reason I will never
understand they took a liking to me. I have a bad habit of excessive trustworthiness
with an equal measure of carelessness thrown in when it comes to protecting
possessions, so it was not unusual for tools of considerable value to be strewn
around the yard and not put away at the end of the day. In a neighborhood such
as Princeton, one would identify that as a fairly knot-headed thing. Remarkably,
none were ever taken. I learned later that the “Nomads” had let it be known around
the neighborhood that my yard and tools were off-limits to those in need of some
fast cash. In addition, Indian Joe had also put the word out that he considered my
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yard within his “perimeter wire” and anybody inside the perimeter would “make the
casualty list.” My tools and yard remained undisturbed, under the protection of the
“Nomads” and a rather ill-tempered Black Foot Indian.
Across the street lived "Schoolbus Dave", not surprisingly, in a school bus. Dave's
school bus served as the hub of the hobo community in Princeton. Dave, by some
act of ingenuity, gained access to the bus. He didn't own it; nobody was sure who
did. As long as Joe Romeo got his few dollars in cash every month, he didn't care
much about ownership issues or the discourse of
events taking place there. Almost every night, there
would be a hobo cookout. Folks would drift in with
elements of a dinner, slightly expired meat procured
out the back door of some local butcher, produce from
a dumpster, and usually a jug of low-cost wine, the
product of a little creative panhandling by those so
skilled at that art. Dave fired up the wood grill and
before long it was a delicious meal under the stars
followed by a night that mellowed with wine and
discussions of the days' events and those times.
I often worked on the boat, welding, choking, and
burning holes in myself late into the night. It was a race
35: Daves Bus Didnt Look Nearly This
to get it done before I was finally overcome with the Good...
utter hopelessness of the task, and had to be carried
screaming from the steel tomb where I was being held, not against my will but
soundly against my better judgment. From time to time, as darkness set in on the
yard, there would be a knock on the hull, and Schoolbus Dave would yell, “you’re
working too hard. You need to eat!”. That was an invitation to join the Hobo
cookout, an invitation I initially declined, but one I soon learned to never miss out
on again. This group of people had nothing, neither a roof over their head nor
prospects for tomorrow, yet they shared what they did have, their food and
company, with me, someone who had everything. This left me in complete wonder.
They were concerned for my wellbeing when theirs was in serious doubt and at
significant risk. The humbling nature of this experience was and is beyond my
ability to put into words. I learned to look forward to that knocking on the hull with
great excitement and always have something ready to contribute to the feast.
In these kinds of waterfront communities, and in much of the commercial fishing
industry in general, asking someone’s last name is often considered unacceptable
and rude. Native American people were often known by what they did, or some
interesting aspect about them that was recognizable and served to keep their past
transgressions or misfortune safely stored away.
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The characters of Princeton, to name just a few, were those like Indian Joe, Bicycle
Billy, Joe The Chess Player, Bob the Welder, and School bus Dave. After I had been
around for a while, people decided they needed some way to refer to me in their
daily conversation, so with all good manners to the fore, they did not ask my last
name but rather decided I was most aptly referred to as “Dave the boatbuilder”,
and that is who I became in my time there. If I needed to buy something in town or
transact some other daily business it served no meaningful end to tell them my full
name. But if I mentioned I was “Dave the boatbuilder” then everything proceeded
with ease and some appropriate discount was applied if money was to change
hands.
Sometimes engaging in unusual activities bears equally unusual fruits. Welding,
cutting, and making a lot of noise, especially on some large and interesting steel
structures like boats, can attract many visitors, especially if you don’t have a fence
or a disagreeable dog. Neither of which I had on this project. Cars passing by would
slow down, go down the street, turn around, go by slower, and finally stop. People
climbing out to take a closer look.
It was kind of like being in the zoo, on the
exhibitees side of the fence! People would
stand off at a distance, pointing and
motioning with their hands, making circles
and sweeping gestures to one another, at me
and the large pile of steel I seemed to be
hopelessly in service to, to communicate what
they perceived to be the events unfolding
before them.

36: The Birth of "Twitter"

I was reminded of my occasional trips to
Fleishhacker Zoo in San Francisco, where I would stand for long periods, taking in
the events on Monkey Island. To watch Monkey Island for any length of time was
to see perhaps every aspect of human behavior unfold before you on the island. It
cleared up, for me, many mysteries of human interaction. The constant gibbering
and screeching between packs of allied monkeys to other packs was a perfect
analog for Twitter. Perhaps that is where the idea arose for the founding of the
company.
The visitors to the Viking Lady yard sensed that, If I was involved in some important
activity, like welding, winching steel, or balancing on a particularly spindly piece
of scaffolding, this was the perfect time to engage with me in a discussion of the
various activities underway. The usual questions and comments were along the
lines of, “so, what you doin?” or “looks like a lot of work!”.
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The most common question was, “where are all your steel bending machines?”. To
which I would simply hold up a steel wedge, there were always several within reach,
and reply, “here it is!”. Because that was the truth of it. Sheets of quarter-inch plate
steel are six feet by twenty feet and weigh 1,996 pounds. With a simple wedge, you
can bend those sheets into pretty much any kind of compound curve that you can
dream up. That’s the total of it. It’s as primitive as it gets. A wedge, a hammer, and
a stick welder. Voila, a boat.
One day, as I was welding deck plates, I noticed, from the reflection in my welding
helmet, that a car had slowed to a stop in front of the yard behind me. Anticipating
another session of "where's the bending machines" I tried to ignore the man walking
around the yard and headed in
my general direction. From the
reflection in my welding helmet,
I could see that he was old, very
old, and walked with great
difficulty. He came to stand
behind me until I finally
realized this man deserved
respect, so I stopped welding
37: Sailing Vessel "Star of India" Wheel House Chart
and engaged with him.
He had no questions. He explained that he was beyond 90 years old and that his
father had been the last navigator on the sailing ship “The Star of India.” I knew
the ship; it rests on display at the Maritime Museum in San Diego, California. He
related how his father left him with the original wheelhouse charts of that ship,
and that before he passed on, he wanted to give those charts to someone that would
truly appreciate what they were, so he could feel that he had honored his father in
that way. He asked if I would take them.
I was stunned. Those charts were from a time when watchmakers were the only
source for navigation charts. Each one handcrafted and signed by the
watchmaker’s own hand. After this remarkable visitor explained he had an Atlantic
set and a Pacific set, I suggested that I would most enthusiastically accept the
Pacific set but that he should take the Atlantic set to the San Francisco Maritime
Museum. He heartily agreed, thanking me for the suggestion. After retrieving the
Pacific set from his car and presenting them to me, he set off for San Francisco.
Today, the Pacific charts fill the walls of my home overlooking the Columbia Bar
and the San Diego Maritime Museum has agreed to accept them when I am done
with them, to be displayed in or near the wheelhouse where they originally guided
the ship to ports around the world.
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Eventually, after what seemed like the passing of decades, but really only about 18
months, the last of the paint was sprayed, zincs were welded on, and the boat
mover was called to begin her journey to the water. Moving day was a big event in
Princeton, with the last boat to ever be built there venturing out. Power lines were
taken down, roads were blocked, and the local newspaper
showed up with an old-time “Speed Graphic” camera.
The crowd was ready for excitement. Would it float?
Would there be some kind of mishap? After all, the boat
to launch before me, a seventy-three-foot trawler,
destined for Dutch Harbor, Alaska, had just such a
mishap.
It seems the boat owner, having his own
theories on most every subject, decided he did not need
to follow the convention of launching at a harbor facility.
Rather, he would set down steel plates over a tidal flat,
during low tide, and then back the 100+ ton trawler down
the steel ramp, only having to wait until high tide for the
38: In 1906 The Pacific Ocean Was
boat to be lifted with the rising sea. Unfortunately, the
Still A Mystery. How Deep? No one
surveyor he hired, to determine where the boat should be
knew..
positioned to rise on the tide, either had a mishap with
alcohol or an extremely odd sense of humor because when the tide rose, the boat
did not. The beautiful new boat sat despondently in five feet of water, 100 short of
sufficient depth. The steel plates sank into the harbor floor beneath it, never to be
seen again. The problem was resolved only by the innovation, and the courage of
the captain hired to run the boat. The skipper fired up its thirty-two-cylinder
Cummins main engine, engaged the enormous propeller
in reverse, and tore a six-foot-deep trench through the
mud, finally reaching open water in a wonderful display
of raw machine power.
For my boat, the move and launch were smooth, and a
large crowd trailed behind on its short journey from the
yard to the Pillar Point Harbor where it was launched. As
the boat, now bearing its name, “Shearwater Two”, floated
for the first time on the water, its keel no longer the only
support for its massive weight, I realized my life was
changing, and the journey that was “The Viking Lady” was
over. Neither the boat, nor I, would likely ever revisit
Princeton-By-The-Sea, and there would no longer be a
“Dave the boatbuilder”.

39: F/V Shearwater Two, From
Alaska Airlines "Horizons" Inflight
Magazine
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Tiring of commercial fishing, I later sold the boat. Deciding instead to pursue this
fascinating new software industry that was forming. Years later, on an Alaska
Airlines flight to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, I passed the long hours thumbing
through the inflight magazine. I
happened across an article that was a
collection of photos titled "The Ten Most
Beautiful Things in Washington State,"
and filling one of the photos, there she
was. The Viking Lady, in all her majesty,
holding station at her slip at
Fishermen's Terminal in Seattle, right
where I'd parked her. It seemed I was not
the only one to be captivated by her
40: F/V Shearwater Two Crossing the Westport, Washington
remarkable beauty and grace.
Bar, Outbound
Today the F/V Shearwater Two finds its homeport in Westport, Washington, and
works as a Dungeness crabber, fishing the North Pacific winter crab fishery.
Occasionally, she will venture Into the Columbia River to land crabs or make
repairs, traveling over the Columbia bar and past my home. We have now become
just ships passing in the night. May there forever be fair seas under her keel.

F/V SHEARWATER TWO
Coastguard documented vessel
Crossing the Westport Bar, Outbound
USCG Doc #
945536
Flag
USA
Hailing Port
Westport, WA
Call Sign
WDA3508
Length
58.5 feet
Beam
16.8 feet
Tonnage
48 GT/38 NT
Year of Build:
1990
Builder
David Knight, Princeton, CA
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Walking Your Wolf
The Shearwater Two made its first voyage out of the harbor of Princeton, just
outside Half Moon Bay, California. The voyage was a success, and much to my
surprise, no search and rescue crews were needed. Soon after this maiden voyage,
the boat sailed from Princeton, California, to Fishermen's Terminal, in Ballard,
Washington, just north of Seattle. For northern California, the Shearwater Two
was one of the "big boys," bigger than most boats and inspiring some awe wherever
it sailed. In Fishermen's Terminal, home to much of the Alaska fleet, the
Shearwater Two became noticed as a "cute little boat" when viewed next to the
assortment of king crabbers, trawlers, and factory processors that make Ballard
their home during layup.
Taking up a slip toward the outer end of one of the commercial decks, the
Shearwater Two shared its new home with a collection of fifty to seventy foot
commercial fishing boats, one prominently sporting a large sign, "female deck
hand wanted, teeth optional". I was also apprised by the harbor staff that someone
was cooking and eating the Canadian geese that frequented the local waters on
that dock. Should that be me, the continued predation would not be tolerated. I
assured them I never met a goose I didn't like. My comment seemed to concern
them, and they asked to know what exactly I meant by "like." I decided the hole
was already deep enough, so I should quit digging.
With the boat now in Seattle, there was no longer a need to spend any time in
California. The place was getting kind of stuffy anyway, with all of the new people
and money flooding into Silicon Valley to graze upon the ballooning business
boom. Seattle seemed like a great place to live anyway, with weather so dismal
that they had to come up with an illness, SADS (sun deprivation syndrome), just
to account for how bad it really was. As I prepared to leave, I decided one last trip
to Santa Cruz was in order, to bid an official farewell to the harbor in which I had
learned to commercial fish and to honor the deplorable harbor entrance that had
tried to kill me several times.
There is a restaurant at the harbor entrance called the Crow’s Nest. They have an
outdoor seating area facing the sand choked harbor entrance. It is a place right at
the edge of the sand that, in the evening, is often deserted thanks to the usual
late-afternoon cold wet fog and chilly stiff breeze. As a result, I have always enjoyed
its privacy. My kind of place! As I sat there alone, kind of bidding a fond farewell
to this stretch of ocean, I noticed two women had exited the restaurant and taken
a table not far away. I viewed it somewhat unusual but didn’t give it much thought.
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Having been single for some time and enjoying the freedom, I was careful to give
women a wide berth. Soon after, two guys came out of the restaurant and joined
the women at their table. I decided to have one more glass of red wine; the old
Italian fishermen in Santa Cruz, the Ghios’ Castinola’s, Canepa’s, and Stagnaro’s
had taught me that to be a true
commercial fisherman you had to drink
cheap red wine. It “made the fishing
better and the seas calmer,” they would
say, so I hiked inside to get another
glass. While I was waiting at the bar, one
of the two women that had been outside
walked up and introduced herself, “Hi,
I’m Debby.”
This was a very pretty
woman, and I am always suspicious of
pretty women for a whole variety of 41: Old Victor Ghio on the F/V Catherina G. Victor taught me
about fishing and always used to say, "You betta checka
reasons, but I also believe they should much
you bait!" Sage advice in any endeavor
be “heard out,” so I thought carefully
about how to reply, and returned the craftily worded rejoinder of “Hi”. Debby took
that as her queue and went on to explain that she and her friend went out on the
deck to get away from two annoying guys that were hitting on them, but that the
guys followed them outside. Debby explained, “I was hoping that you would help
us out by pretending to be my long-lost ex-husband that I just ran into at the bar
here, and you and I could have this big reunion and chatty conversation that would
succeed in driving off these guys”. Damsels in distress, dang, my weak spot, again!
Without any need for further coherent thought I said, “I can do that!” We went
back outside, and I pulled up a fifth chair. At that point, Debby and I commenced
an excited and animated conversation about how long it had been since we had
last seen each other. She asked how the kids were doing, and I assured her that
her kids were doing great and that it was too bad she never got to see them, being
their mother and all, and that we should try to hang out more because it is so easy
to lose track. The conversation was just ad-libbed as we went along, departing on
one wild tangent after another.
The two-man raiding party looked distraught, and sensing that the moment of
opportunity had passed, the two guys hastily departed in disarray for greener
pasture. Upon their departure, Debby offered to buy me another glass of wine as
thanks for the assist.
While this was transpiring, Debby’s’ companion, a positively stunning beautiful
blond woman seemingly in her thirties. Not knowing what Debby engineered, she
sat silently watching this compendium of developments and startling revelations.
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All the time wearing a look of skeptical disbelief while Debby and I laughed at the
quick success we had achieved. Finally, this girl I came to learn was named Annie,
looked at me and asked, “weren’t you the guy that was sitting behind us when we
got here?”, my first clue that nothing ever seemed to get past Annies’ head without
being analyzed and recorded. I confessed I was, in fact, that guy. Debby went on
to explain to her that I was really not another previously unmentioned ex-husband
and what the plan had been to rid them of the off-the-reservation hombres. That
was how I met Annie, and I am truly very thankful that I had not left for Seattle a
little sooner.
After a short time, we left the Crow's Nest, and I agreed to drive Annie to Debby's
home. The drive was long but much too short. Annie, dressed in kind of native
American style, was really enjoyable to talk to. She clearly was very smart,
confident, and exuded a sense of happiness that was really nice to be close to.
After dropping her off at home, as I drove through the Santa Cruz mountains I
thought, it might be nice to talk with her again. That second conversation took
some work that included a certain amount of imagination on my part and the help
of friends. The details rest somewhere between embarrassing and modestly illegal
by today's standards, so we will skip over that part.
I don't really think too much of todays' standards anyway. I know, I know, it's' not
fair to skip over the juiciest parts, but it is the prerogative of the author to cover
their own tracks to enhance their own interests. So, I'm doing that. See? I just did
it. Anyway, not too long after meeting Annie, I talked to her by phone and told her
I would like to stop by. She said, "that would be great, except I need to walk my
wolf. Would you like to come along?"
Something about “Walk her WOLF” sounded just a bit odd, not the typical
rejoinder one gets from a beautiful young lady on an average day. Thinking that it
was probably slang for her chihuahua or maybe the tactic she had come up with
for getting rid of unwanted admirers, I said, “sure, no problem, I’ll come right over”.
Pulling into the driveway, I encountered Annie. At
her side, rather than a chihuahua or your average
girly shih tzu, was a very large, lanky, keen eyed
grey timber wolf that didn’t quite look at you as
much as it measured you. It seemed as if the wolf
had several optional uses in mind for you and was
trying to decide which one it was in the mood for.
Vaguely remembering that Timberwolves have a
bite pressure of something around 1,500 pounds
per square inch, I figured what do you have to lose, except maybe an arm.
42: Annie
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So I went over and greeted this coiled grey knot of nervous energy, the wolf, not
Annie, she’s not grey. The wolf and I kind of liked each other. It turned out Annie,
from time to time, took care of the wolf for a friend, Annie and that the wolf had
really taken to her. Well, so had I. It was understandable. So, if a beautiful girl
ever offers you the chance to help her walk her wolf, remember, it’s not necessarily
a bad thing. At the same time, don’t make any quick movements.
Not long after that, Annie and I went on our first date, which
was over 25 years ago, and we are still on our first date. She
never went home. Annie also claimed to like fishing, and
you know what? She really did. We ended up spending our
lives together, her a talented and skilled artist in various
mediums, an unsurpassed chef, an absolute dead shot with
firearms, and an ever-willing and irreplaceable companion
when the decision to do batshit crazy stuff is undertaken.
Some of Annies’ art is scattered through these pages.
43: "Beargrass", Pastel On
Canvas, by Annie Knight
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Tokyo
Over the years Annie and I traveled around the world together, for business and
pleasure, taking in new acquaintances and ideas as well as indulging our mutual
craving for interesting new food. Our favorite destination was Tokyo. This is how
it went.
Tokyo, a place we enjoy most and a place we traveled to frequently in the software
business. In those times, Asians by in large, with Japanese and Chinese in
particular, highly valued software far more so than their western counterparts and
were more likely to enthusiastically pay fair value or more for its use. Generally,
Europeans are on the opposite end of the spectrum, perhaps finding a pencil the
traditional tool of choice for keeping track of everything. I am certain that when
the Large Hadron Collider first discovered a higgs boson, rather than having
software to capture and analyze the particle, they almost certainly just circled it
with a pencil. I will also mention I found Europe to be a bit untidy. In my view,
they should consider getting a cleaning lady.
However, as luck would have it, the software industry found me in Tokyo. Not often
enough to be to my liking, but often enough to find real enjoyment there. Several
things made Tokyo so favorable, in my view. The first being that the people of
Japan are, for the most part, very friendly, kind, and willing to help if you look like
you need it. If I stood staring at a sign for any
short period, almost on queue, some very nice
person would approach, and in very good
English ask if they could direct me to my
destination.
This differs to some degree from my experience
in New York City, a place I also used to visit a
great deal. No offense to New York, but it
44: The Streets of Tokyo
seemed to me if you paused to look at a sign in
New York City, the likely outcome was you're being mugged, thrown into the street,
and subsequently hit by a taxi cab that, after running over you at least once, would
race off to some highly self-important destination without stopping. But New
Yorkers being who they are, in my view a great bunch of people that utilize
immediate hostility as a keenly honed art form and survival tool, it would make no
sense to take their behavior personally.
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A second highly appreciated feature of Tokyo was the food. It was wonderful. It
seemed to matter not what kind of food, whether Indian curry, beef steaks, fried
chicken, or donuts, everything always seemed to be perfectly prepared and
presented. And, that coupled with the friendliness of the people made for enjoyable
memories. I recall finding a small and very old teppanyaki restaurant close by our
hotel on one visit. A row of chairs surrounded the large grill, and an elderly
Japanese man would cook what each customer requested, one item at a time,
assisted by his wife. She kept everyone well looked after with needed dining
accessories and gigantic bottles of beer!
The customers seemed like “regulars” from the local neighborhood, and the air
was filled with laughter and loud discussion. The food was absolutely fantastic,
and teppanyaki, with each dish arriving hot just off the grill, is simply some of the
best food in the world. As a result, Annie and I returned the next day for another
dinner. This time people took notice of the “gaijin’s” at the end of the grill, and,
many questions ensued, politely translated by one of the other regulars. By the
third night, we were considered regulars. We became part of the laughter and
animated discussions of politics, human society, and the general state of the
world. At the end of our third visit, and upon everyone learning that we would be
leaving the following day, the owner and other customers patiently explained that
we would be missed and thanked us for visiting them. In a way, this came to be
for me, Japan.
Lastly, in my time there, Tokyo was clean. As big cities go, it was remarkable. I
usually stayed close by Akasaka, a district of Tokyo near the Akasaka Palace. In
the small local neighborhoods nearby, early each morning, the merchants
meticulously cleaned their store fronts, sidewalks, and even the narrow streets in
front of their businesses, sweeping and picking up litter and cigarette butts so the
street started the day fresh and uncluttered. In general, everything you
encountered in your daily travels was clean. Subway cars, taxis, building floors,
door handles, and elevator cars, it all seemed to be on someone’s maintenance list.
And, along with knowing how to run a country, the Japanese love software. What
could be a better place to find one's self?
From the early "punch card days" of the 1970's software industry up to the time
that I left the industry in the 1990s, (what I fondly refer to as the beginning of “The
Hedonist Period” for the industry) I really enjoyed most or all of its aspects.
Indelible memories of engineers babbling on about how the product wasn’t "The
First Software Was Not Written, But Punched, Like This" ready yet, hopelessly
mixed-up decks of punch cards with hanging chad (yes, Al Gore didn’t invent
hanging chad), and 5 kilobit core memory board upgrades costing $25,000 that
didn’t remain happy around magnets.
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These were the kinds of issues lucky people like me got to be around and attempt
to keep some control over. Who knew that a Belgium software engineer working in
the U.S. on an H-1B visa could attain such heights of unique fragrance in only a
short week of not bathing? Fortunately, no software engineer worth their salt
would consider showing up for work before 10
in the morning, so at least for your morning
coffee, one was free to enjoy the pleasantly
acrid smell of ozone wafting from the
electronics.
There is one aspect of the software business
that simply cannot be overlooked. That is,
45: The First Software Was Not Written, But Punched, once the software is written, you can make as
Like This
many copies as you want for almost nothing,
and you will never run out. You will never see an ad from a software manufacturer
saying, “Hurry, Only 3 Left!”. The amount of money to be made in that business
was staggering, and with it comes more fun than anyone should probably be
allowed to have. Thus came “The Hedonist Period” that continues today, as far as
I can tell. However, much of the more sought-after debauchery has been
“offshored” for lack of a better term. In fact, I knew a British fellow who was Vice
President of Marketing for a middle-sized software company. Over time I noticed
he usually began his Asia business trips with a few days in Bangkok.
One day while having lunch with him and several of his staff, I again demonstrated
how naïve and obtuse I could truly be. I asked him, with all sincerity, what
customer he found so interesting there because I didn’t know any existed in
Thailand. After an uncomfortable silence by all in attendance, he said it was “a
health-related company” and somewhat stiffly changed the subject. Several days
later, and with help from sympathetic friends, I finally got it.
.

.
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T’was A British Pig You Say…
My dad had a great interest in the history of his family, as I've written about
previously, and it fell to me in my early childhood to be the sounding board and
captive audience to satisfy my dad's desire to recall, in great detail, stories of his
family as we fished and hunted. From time to time, these stories often ended with
the appended postscript of "don't tell your mother about this".
The intrigue of this secret native American ancestry was irresistible, and the
stories of my logger family were completely fascinating. As a result, I became
interested in knowing more about my family from an early age. That curiosity has
persisted throughout my life. With the wonderful help of Jaimie Hedlund, our
resident family historian, I learned much more and finally understood the last
several hundred years of the Knights’ family history in detail, and what a history
it was!
Surprisingly enough, my efforts to learn some of the most tantalizing facts about
our family history were confounded by an unlikely villain, that being, my own
ancestors! Here is just one example.
One of the most sought after and obscure pieces of information our historian
Jaimie and I relentlessly searched for was the birth record of Silas Knight Sr., my
great great grandfather, and his Metis Cree wife Phoebe Short. Silas, in his early
days, ended up living somewhere near Scio, New York; Phoebe lived about 26
miles away in Filmore and those environs. The record of their life in those areas
would have been recorded in Buffalo, New York, the government center of this
area. Jaime used to say, “I know it’s there, dammit, and by god, I’m going to find
it!” That was Jaime. When it came to tracking down a historical fact, there was
no stopping her.
It seemed that when Silas and Phoebe were born and growing up, things became
interesting around that time in and around Niagara Falls and the surrounding
area in which they lived. Thanks, by in large, to the efforts of Thomas Jefferson,
the United States had succeeded in single-handedly starting a war with Great
Britain, known as the War of 1812. This war was fought generally along the
northern border with Canada and in this same area where they lived. War at the
time was still in its’ last days of being considered a “civilized affair.”
Certain customs and standards were expected to be diligently maintained by each
side until the Americans took it upon themselves to burn the Upper Canadian
capital of York in an act well beyond the bounds of these standards.
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This act was considered appalling and not proper warfare by British standards.
So, with the help of the Ontario citizens militias, including the Lincoln Militia, in
particular, Britain returned the favor by traveling across the Niagara River
(apparently without going over the falls by accident) and burned the city of
Buffalo, New York to the ground. So, it was kind of “one York for another,” it
would seem.
At any rate, a contingent of Lincoln Militia spearheading the invasion force led
the way into the city of Buffalo. It was they, as it is recorded, that set fire to the
city. In their midst, likely with torch in hand, was none other than two brothers,
John and Charles Knight, my great great great grandfather and great great great
uncle, respectively. And, through their valiant efforts, the hall of records along
with the records of Silas and Phoebes life were put to the torch never to be seen
again. It is an interesting example of how “family” can seem to get “under foot” at
the most inconvenient of times.
As an interesting footnote, Charles Knight was captured during these escapades
in Buffalo while trying to reboard his boat in what was officially known as “The
Battle of Black Rock.” After serving time in a prisoner of war camp in Rensselaer,
New York, he was later released in a prisoner exchange.
The Battle of Black Rock certainly was not the only time my ancestors influenced
my research endeavors. In a larger sense, significant areas of my life and the
locations I have lived. I attempted to bridge the void in the written record left by
the burning of Buffalo, New York, by using DNA testing to find earlier family lines
that would lead me to Silas Knight Sr. in a descending way rather than the
method I had employed of ascending up the family tree to earlier ancestors. DNA
testing services are generally quite reliable in their accuracy. However, the level
of “information mining” that each company performs does vary widely. Still, most
provide a continuous update of other tested subjects that were discovered as part
of your family line.
Through “haplogroups” and other obscure terms, test results can indicate with
rather startling accuracy how closely others that have been tested are related to
you. These services also provide links to family trees if they are available. It is
through this process that I met Jean-Pierre Knight. Jean-Pierre lives in Quebec,
Canada. He is retired from Canadian government service, from the government
agency responsible for historical records, surprisingly enough. Jean-Pierre had
access to the most in-depth records of the Canadian government and the Hudson
Bay Company. He also intimately understood how to search these records to
unearth the desired information.
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I was so impressed, he being similar in age to myself, in essence, kind of old, well
not much, but kinda, that he grasped and used technology with adroit deftness,
was wonderfully engaging to talk with, and had a keen mind to unravel complex
puzzles such as that found in genealogical date.
After receiving his test results and studying the closest related people that had
also been tested, Jean-Pierre discovered that he and I were very closely related.
So close, in fact, that we surely had a common ancestor in the very recent past,
recent being a century or two. I explained to Jean-Pierre the saga of my family,
their living generally along the Canadian border in northern New York State, with
some Cree ancestry, and that the history had been interrupted by the American
Revolution, along with the War of 1812. I also explained that my ancestors spoke
French and they had been resettled refugee loyalists, United Empire (UE) loyalists
in particular, and had been issued land in Woodhouse, Ontario, Canada. JeanPierre explained that he researched his family in great detail. With his unique
skills and access to the archives of Canada, he had reconstructed his family’s
history back to the time of their entering North America.
One of his earliest ancestors was Dr. Thomas Knight, a physician, and surgeon
with the Hudson Bay Company stationed at Moose Factory, Ontario. Moose
Factory is one of the earliest outposts of the Hudson Bay Company in North
America. With the cooperation of the local Cree tribe of native peoples, they
conducted an extensive fur trade. DNA testing confirmed that this Dr. Thomas
Knight was clearly a relative and member of our Knight family line. Thus, began
an interesting study of The Hudson Bay Company and Dr. Knights’ history there.
Thomas Knight was contracted to the Hudson Bay Company as a surgeon,
traveling to Moose Factory in 1787, and served there for 10 years. Dr. Knight
perished at Moose Factory during 1797 of an illness that kept him bed-ridden for
some time. During his time there, he married a woman of Metis Cree descent and,
as a result, had three children from this union. Two of the children later
contracted as employees of the HBC as, amongst other things, canoemen,
traveling widely on HBC business for a large part of their lives. More details of
these children’s careers are available on the DNA page of the SilasKnight.com
website, thanks to the wonderful research efforts of Jean-Pierre Knight.
Long before North Americans began shipping technical support careers to India,
the British finely honed the art of “outsourcing” to an astounding degree of
perfection.
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While American companies might find it impressive to outsource an entire
department, or factory, the British blithely outsourced the exploration,
colonization, and resource plundering of entire continents long before those on
Wall Street ever considered it, or in fact, had even been born yet. Enterprises such
as The East India Company and The Hudson Bay Company were contracted by
the crown to conduct all of these aforementioned activities. After all, war,
plundering, and subjugation are untidy activities at best, often wisely left to those
so skilled and with more “accommodating” chains of command. And so, it was
that The Hudson Bay Company was chartered to find opportunities in the
Canadian north beginning with the establishment of Moose Factory in 1673 on
Moose Factory Island, at the mouth of the Moose River on James Bay, in Ontario.
One of the most renowned Canadian explorers and Hudson Bay Company
directors was James Knight, born in about 1640. I have not researched his family
history to know how he might be related to our family, but I do strongly suspect
he is related, and may have been the vehicle by which other members of the
Knight family, including Dr. Thomas Knight, came under the employ of The
Hudson Bay Company. Some future detective is left to solve this riddle.
The Hudson Bay Company was chartered to commercialize opportunities of
interest in all lands drained by streams flowing into Hudson Bay. However, this
did not narrow the horizons of the directors and managers of the company. As a
result, the influence and activities of the HBC expanded, eventually reaching the
Pacific Ocean. It is hard to imagine that commodities in many forms traversed the
entire breadth of Canada, by foot, canoe, and wagon, to find their way to London.
But, in fact, they did. The Pacific Northwest proved to be a rich resource to be
exploited by the employees and contractors to the HBC.
Establishing a trading outpost at the current location of Fort Vancouver in today’s
southwest Washington State, the company’s activities in the Pacific Northwest
were many and varied. Trading with Native Americans extended even to the tip of
land known as Cape Disappointment at the mouth of the Columbia River. The
Hudson Bay Company maintained trading operations even there, finally
attracting the attention of John Jacob Astor, the famed American business
magnate. He established trading operations on the Oregon side of the Columbia
River, just across from Cape Disappointment, to complete with the HBC in the
fur trade. This Oregon settlement would grow to be known as Astoria in our
current times. Astoria Oregon exists, in part, due to the efforts of the HBC.
Were it not for the HBC, this settlement would likely have been headquartered on
the Washington side of the river, because the main channel of the Columbia at
that time was on the Washington side.
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Oregon later pilfered the channel, removing it to their side of the river where it
exists today, in what can only be considered as a massive failure of law
enforcement at the time. I am only assuming here that the theft of a river must
violate some law.
At any rate, today, I live in Washougal, Washington, on the Columbia River, about
100 miles from the mouth of the river. One would think this is far from the long
arm of the HBC, but the opposite is true. Washougal only exists due to the
Hudson Bay Company. In the early days of exploration of the Columbia River the
HBC was one of the first parties to travel to this area. In a broad flat plain on the
northern shore of the river, just at the confluence of the Willamette River, the
HBC set up a large trading outpost at the location of what is now Fort Vancouver.
This outpost served two purposes. The first, to establish trade with local natives
in furs, and any other commodities of interest. The second, to ensure, on behalf
of the British government, that no American settlers entered what would be
known as Washington State on the northern shore of the Columbia.
American settlers, at the time, were fast increasing in their navigation of the
Oregon Trail. After their long journey over prairies, deserts, and mountains, they
traveled the last distance on the only route available, that being in a daring ride
through towering rapids by raft down the Columbia River. Following the Columbia
Gorge passage, the practical and accepted place to land rafts was the broad
prairie at todays’ Vancouver, Washington, where the river slowed, and wagons
could be unloaded. The southern shore of the river, where Portland, Oregon exists
today, was a winding network of sandbars and swampy marsh, and for the most
part, unusable. Upon landing on the north side, these settlers would be met by
representatives of the HBC and promptly informed they had but one choice and
one choice only. That choice was to settle on the south side of the Columbia River,
in Oregon Territory.
To encourage conformity to this requirement, the HBC would provide supplies
and other inducements so that no settlers would try to enter Washington. As
such, the north side of the river, it was hoped, would be reserved for all time to
benefit the subjects of His Majesty’s empire. The outcome of these efforts of the
HBC resulted in the City of Portland being built in a truly awful place. A swamp
with massive inundation and flooding an almost monthly occurrence. A stark
difference from the ideally suited enormous high, dry, and flat plain of mature
timber that would later become Vancouver, Washington.
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These early settlers, as they journeyed to the swampy marsh across the river to
the south, no doubt wistfully looked over their shoulder at the beauty that was
Washington. They knew, however, that if they tried to travel north from
Vancouver, the HBC would pursue and expel them from British lands.
Eventually, word of this made its way to the east, as all things do. Doubtless,
some curious soul found access to the Lewis and Clark Expedition journals,
dispatched earlier to explore the Pacific Ocean. These journals would have
referenced a large eddy in the river, just as the Columbia exits the treacherous
gorge. Suppose one was prepared, and the river was not in foul shape. In that
case, this eddy could be entered and a landing made at the small Camas Prairie
that existed at present-day Washougal. Camas is a tuber, much loved and relied
upon by the local native peoples.
If the immigrants successfully negotiated a landing in the eddy, wagons would be
unloaded from the rafts in preparation to travel north. The settlers could then
make their way, along with their wagons and provisions, through a back route
behind a small extinct volcano known today as “Prune Hill”, and thus enter
Washington without the knowledge of the HBC. Present day Washougal exists
solely as its value as a smuggler’s port to circumvent the HBC. It was originally
known to the travelers on the Oregon Trail as “The Big Eddy”.
Here again, the fingers of the HBC have left their mark on almost everything in
the Pacific Northwest. Determining, to some extent, how the United States is
shaped, where large cities lie, and how present-day people are impacted by the
past policies of The Hudson Bay Company.
This finally brings the story full circle to the famous British pig. The pig was the
property of none other than, yes, you guessed it, The Hudson Bay Company. The
same company that took control of some portions of the San Juan Island chain,
along with their 4500 sheep and, as I mentioned, at least one pig. Lyman Cutler,
an American, living on San Juan Island,
there under dubious circumstances no
doubt, took the pigs’ life for the trivial
indiscretion of rooting about in his vegetable
garden. A dastardly deed it was, the murder
homicide, not the rooting about, considering
that the pig succumbed to its wounds. How
the pig was identified as a British pig
remains a mystery for the ages. Perhaps it
spoke with an accent.
46: The Magnificent Tamworth Pig
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Or maybe it was a Tamworth pig with red fur, and as such, a true “redcoat”! At
any rate, the HBC insisted that it was of British heritage, or at least title, and the
donnybrook began. Armies were dispatched to these remote islands, and fleets of
ships appeared on the horizon, with military commanders of great repute
directing these formidable engines of war. None other than George Picket, later
famous for “Pickett’s Charge” at the Battle of Gettysburg, traveled to the remote
islands and took personal charge of American forces in the conflict. His mission
was to confirm and guarantee that every man had the right to shoot a pig rooting
about in his vegetable garden. Principles of such gravity must not be subject to
compromise or neglect in the eyes of the leaders in Washington D.C. led by
president Thomas Jefferson.
In the end, not a shot was fired by either of these gathered forces. However, to the
credit of both sides, insults of impressive imagination were flung across opposing
lines, so honor was preserved. Still, there was no clear winner on the day.
Eventually, the dispute was resolved in the grand British tradition of
“outsourcing,” with the final decision being left in the hands of Emperor Wilhelm
I of Germany. The Emperor and his team of arbiters constructed a map, and with
traditional German engineering, divided the waterway between Canada and the
United States precisely down the middle. Probably with a highly accurate ruler of
German manufacture and based on the best German engineering.
Had any resources local to the San Juan Island Chain been consulted on this
issue it might have been pointed out that the entire waterway assigned by the
Emperor to the Canadians for their access to the sea, and the rest of their country
to the West for that matter, lay over a field of impassable shallow rock reefs, being
totally unnavigable. But, government officials being, after all, government
officials, Wilhelm and his team simply decided they knew better than all other
interested parties and drew up the map anyway. This is why, when you board a
ferry today to travel from Vancouver B.C. to Victoria, B.C. the ferry must,
immediately upon leaving its slip, lower the Canadian Flag, issue several loud
blasts on its air horn, contact the United States Coast Guard to request
permission to enter and transit U.S. water, and then, after traveling a silly short
distance, follow the same procedure in reverse to reenter Canadian waters. I am
certain the Canadian Ferry officials must keep a picture of Emperor Wilhelm I
around somewhere to commemorate his contribution to the Canadian maritime
industry.
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I lived on Orcas Island in the San Juan chain for many years and experienced
first-hand the inconveniences that still prevailed thanks to the Hudson Bay
Company and their pig. In a way, my ancestors were apparently managers of the
enterprise. I suppose I have them to thank, in part, for these occasional obstacles
in my life there. Even after the many intervening years since the demise of the
notorious pigs’ homicide, tempers still have not cooled. A kind of cold war of
niggling harassment still exists today between the two great countries in this area.
An example of this took place while I lived on Orcas Island. Following is its
recounting.
To the north of Orcas Island is the international boundary at Turn Point, a
position on water located on a series of shallow, rocky, and dangerous reefs. This
large reef field is found precisely on the line set out by Emperor Wilhelm I to divide
Canada from the United States. Two other characteristics contribute to further
demarcation of this place, the first being, Ling Cod simply love rocky reefs. As a
side note, to say that the local Canadians enjoy dining on ling cod would be like
saying Canadians might have a slight interest in a Stanley Cup hockey match
between the Montreal Canadiens and the Vancouver Canucks!
The second characteristic of Turn Point is, it lays directly in the path of the tidal
flow draining literally hundreds of miles of inland sea to the north. As such, it
experiences currents of tremendous volume and power several times per day. This
causes fishing boats in pursuit of the wily lingcod to drift swiftly to and fro in
pursuit. In this instance, “to” would be to the north, and “fro” would be to the
south, with the net result being that boats are rapidly swept back and forth over
Emperor Wilhelm's border.
The residents of the San Juan Islands who were “in the know” about fishingrelated issues (pretty much everybody) had some very pointed thoughts on the
subject of Canadians and lingcod. There are those Microsoft millionaires that
have moved there now. They have probably formed a “save the lingcod” federation
and have a neatly designed phone app for it. Be that as it may, the San Juan
veteran residents knew that their Canadian ilk to the north were regularly
sneaking across the border and stealing, in broad daylight because it is illegal to
fish after dark, American lingcod right out from under the nose of loyal
Americans.
It goes without saying, any lingcod caught on the American side of the line was
indeed an American lingcod. It was undoubtedly assumed to be known that no
good American lingcod would ever swim across to the dastardly Canadian side of
Wilhelm’s’ line. After all, why would they?
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All there are over there are Canadians for heaven’s sake! Have you ever watched
the Canadian television show “Red Green”? Well, there you go!
Taking all this into consideration, the powers within the San Juan Islands crafted
a carefully laid out “sting operation” to catch the Canadians red-handed. Or,
perhaps, slimy-handed, in the very act of poaching an American lingcod and a
resident. Turn Point was selected as the most advantageous location to execute
the plan, and mechanisms were set in motion to that end.
The primary mechanism employed turned out to be the San Juan County sheriffs’
patrol boat and several non-mechanical components called “deputies.” The sheriff
was in attendance, considering the international nature of this mission. A
representative of the local press was also in tow (on board, not towed behind the
boat...) so the brilliance and historical nature of this foolproof trap could be
recorded for posterity.
As the Sheriff's boat scoured the waters of Turn Point through binoculars from a
distance, they soon spotted a large yacht drifting on the tide with many fishing
rods waving wildly about. The vessel sported, as luck would have it, the le
Drapeau national du Canada, or Canadian flag to those not respectful enough of
Canada to have the simple courtesy of being bilingual. In Canada, it is a law, you
know! Someone was fighting a fish, and the boat was drifting wildly along on the
change of the tide. It was rapidly bearing down on the international border in an
increasingly inevitable collision with fate. As the boat crossed the line and the
fish was landed, an American lingcod by the sheriffs' reconning, the San Juan
constabulary sprang into action, closing on the yacht with warbling siren wailing
and lights flashing. The stunned Canadian yacht captain immediately "hove to"
and was informed over the Sheriff's loudspeaker that they should prepare to be
boarded.
As the Sheriff’s deputies clambered aboard the yacht, they were met by a rather
large group of smartly dressed gentlemen that looked surprisingly unlike
fishermen. But, they were criminals nonetheless, so they were informed of their
complicity in this vast crime. The Sheriff went on to inform them that their vessel,
along with their persons, would be taken into custody and transported to the
County Seat of Friday Harbor for interrogation and the meting out of justice.
All the while, this rather polite group of gentlemen aboard the yacht stood quietly
by, in full cooperation with law enforcement. However, the Sheriff was a wee bit
nervous that some group members kept smiling at him and his deputies, in an
unsettling way, like a pack of wolves might exchange glances upon encountering
a lost and wandering herd of sheep just as nightfall arrived.
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The Sheriff, however, undeterred and without further need for inquiry, set off for
Friday Harbor with the yacht trailing dutifully behind. Upon arriving at the Port
of Friday Harbor, the yacht was secured to the customs dock, and the gang of
perpetrators shuffled off to the sheriff’s administrative headquarters, so the
wheels of justice could grind into action to take down this unsavory lot. And, this
is where events began to come slightly off the rails.
The initial interrogation soon revealed these were not your ordinary group of fish
poachers. Their lack of “beer can hats” might have been the first clue, but one
should never discount the use of creative disguises in any vast criminal
conspiracy. Through vigorous questioning, it was learned that they were, in fact,
the managing legal partners of one of the most famous and highly respected law
firms in the grand city of Victoria, British Columbia. Having chartered the yacht,
this law firm was entertaining a group of their most prestigious clients for the
day. Essentially, some of the most powerful captains of enterprise in Western
Canada.
You might recall the tale of the dog that chased cars? The worst thing that could
happen would be if it caught one. This is probably akin to the thoughts running
through the sheriff’s mind as he took in the gist of who he apprehended, seized,
taken into custody, and facilitated their publication as “culprits” courtesy of the
local press representative the sheriff had shanghaied to accompany the mission.
The meting out of harsh justice was quickly abandoned, the group of gentlemen
returned to their yacht by police escort. The last glimpse of Friday Harbor the
departing group had as they disappeared into the mist of the San Juan Channel
on their voyage back to Victoria was a contingent of the sheriff’s department.
Standing in a neat line on the dock with carefully crafted smiles, they waved, in
their most profoundly friendly way, at the departing yacht and its’ passengers.
This was a setback for the American side in the continued bitterness started by
a Hudson Bay Company pig. However, it does not bring past issues and
transgressions to closure. The Americans have many new strategies in mind, and
honor will be served in due course no matter the cost or time required.
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One very special benefit of a worldwide business, such as software, is that you
can live almost anywhere and be in just the right spot. As a result, I lived on
Orcas Island in Washington State. Orcas Island, accessible by ferry at selected
hours, is one of the few places in the U.S. I know of where one can travel south
to go to Canada. Victoria B.C. being slightly
south and west. These islands, including
Orcas, are north of the Puget Sound
Convergent Zone. This line separates the
Pacific Northwest weather pattern from the
Alaskan weather pattern. Being on the north
side of this line subjects Orcas to the racking
of Alaskan-style gales that come and go
throughout the winter on cycles of only a few
47: Orcas Island Ferry Terminal
hours. After some years there, exposed to the
sideways weather and frigid soaking wet air, it is easy to find yourself fantasizing
about simply being warm again someday. That thought is what caused Annie, my
best friend, and wife, and I to one day look at each other and say, “let’s move
someplace warm for God’s sake .”, so, we did.
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Lava Java
Hawaii has special benefit to anyone doing business in Asia, and Japan in
particular. Imagine sending an email early in the morning to your customer in
Tokyo that says, “I’m here in my office in the U.S. looking through your update,
let’s have lunch”. You can do that in Hawaii! And it was one of the reasons I really
enjoyed living there. By taking an early morning flight out of Hawaii the plane will
arrive in Tokyo with plenty of time for a late lunch, and after lunch you can be
back on the plane for an overnight flight back to Hawaii. It is the ultimate “power
lunch”, left the Japanese executives remarkably and favorably impressed, and
included the benefit of no jet lag when you got home! So, I finished my time
in the software industry there in Hawaii, eating raw fish, drinking too many Mai
Tais’ and finally being warm. It was wonderful.
Hawaii has special benefit to anyone doing business in Asia, and Japan in
particular. Imagine sending an email early in the morning to your customer in
Tokyo that says, “I’m here in my office in the U.S. looking through your update;
let’s have lunch.” You can do that in Hawaii! And it was one of the reasons I really
enjoyed living there. By taking an early morning flight out of Hawaii, the plane will
arrive in Tokyo with plenty of time for a late lunch. After lunch, you can be on the
plane again for an overnight flight back to Hawaii. It is the ultimate “power lunch,”
left the Japanese executives remarkably and favorably impressed, and included
the benefit of no jet lag when you got home! I finished my time in the software
industry there in Hawaii, eating raw fish, drinking too many Mai Tais’ and finally
being warm. It was wonderful.
The high technology sector was very good to me yet again. Still, I really wanted to
get back to something that involved the immediate gratification of physical labor.
Something where the moving parts didn’t spend each
day complaining about something. With Annie’s
horticultural skills and my perpetual willingness to
charge off blindly in a new and unexplored ill-advised
direction, we took on the endeavor of setting up a coffee
plantation and a coffee company. We purchased land on
the slopes of the Mt. Hualalai volcano on the big island
of Hawaii. After all, in her life, Annie had recurring
dreams of living on an exploding volcano and being
chased by lava.
48: The Kona Premium Coffee
Company of Holualoa, Hawaii
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That must be, we figured, a sure sign from some mystical place that it was the
exact right thing to do. Our newly cleared land was in the Kona coffee district on
the Big Island of Hawaii. We began by clearing wild pig-infested jungle to make,
room for coffee trees. From this, Kona Premium Coffee Company of Holualoa,
Hawaii was born, and the pigs were out of a home.
If you are ever going to farm anything, my suggestion would be coffee. As farming
goes, it is probably the lightest-duty kind of farming, and it really doesn’t demand
the sort of rigor that most other farming demands. Some of my family and Annie’s
were Iowa farmers, who were and still are, tolerant of brutally hard year-round
work that requires high intelligence and skill. They also have inexhaustible
tenacity and the humble patience to accept the comings and goings of nature’s
forces. In the end, however, farming is still farming. So we began this new
enterprise by digging thousands of holes in the lava-crusted ground by hand to
plant the coffee trees that would provide the futures’ hoped-for bounty.
This presented me with the opportunity to work next to a group of hard-working
people from Mexico that I very much enjoyed and found kinship with. I worked
with Mexican people a great deal throughout my
life. Building steel boats involved punishing,
difficult work that men from Manzanillo,
Mexico, had great experience and skill at doing.
I was fortunate to have a group of these people
to help me in that endeavor.
Even in the early days of Silicon Valley, when
labor for high technology jobs was difficult to
find, Mexican people whose families lived there
since the times of the Spanish missions left the
49: Ruben Jacobo Y Sus Excelentes Trabajadores,
fields and orchards of the Santa Clara Valley to They helped me to improve my Spanish. I was a
take up work in the new cleanrooms of the lousy student
semiconductor industry, experiencing and
sharing in the wealth that came to follow. In all of these varied activities, the
Mexican culture have always struck me as an excellent people with a generous
and caring nature. I have learned that working next to them, doing the same labor
as they were doing, sharing meals with them, I came away with some of the best
and most loyal friends I have had in my life. Good friends.
Our coffee business evolved to include processing, roasting, and packaging. Ruben
Jacobo was always there next to me, my great friend and a farmer himself from
Puebla, Mexico. He and I planted thousands of coffee trees, each one by hand.
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Ruben usually left me in the dust in holes-per-hour but did have the somewhat
inconsiderate habit of not sweating. I was a different story... let's just leave it at
that! Later he and I built coffee processing buildings to house the pulping and
warehouse operations. Later we built a coffee roasting, packaging, and shipping
facility to keep pace with how fast the business grew. All the coffee was roasted
and shipped fresh daily on Federal Express. The trees were a special genetically
selected variety that Ruben had grown from seed. Our average tree produced two
to four times the coffee of the average Kona Typica coffee variety.
The plantation was beautiful when the trees matured. To add to the beauty of it
all, Annie, a very skilled horticulturist, added a large botanical garden that was
usually the highlight of our coffee plantation tours. This botanical oasis was filled
with palms, flowers, ferns, and spices of all sorts to give visitors the true feel of
Hawaii. Annie was the visitors' highly knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and very
attractive tour guide. At times we were visited by corporations in Hawaii for
business activities, conferences, or meetings. Groups like this visited the farm, so
it was not surprising to see tour buses in our parking lot from IBM, Intel
Corporation, and so forth. It seems word got around that we built this really nice
coffee destination, so companies found it great fun for their employees to tour, get
a free cup of pure Kona coffee, and learn about how the second oldest industry in
the world carried on. As a bonus, I saw old acquaintances from my technology
days from time to time when they attended or sponsored these tours.
One afternoon I received a phone call while working on the tractor in the field. The
call, it turned out, was from a producer for PBS television, and they produced a
PBS series called “The Creative Life” that starred Cheryl Fall. The
producer explained they heard about some of the awards our
branding and coffee won and wondered if they could film an
episode on the plantation. That sounds like fun to me, so PBS
brought their production crew to Kona, and the show was filmed.
The series is still shown from time to time on Public Television
and includes scenes of Annie showing her skills at the roasters
and Ruben keeping the processing operations flowing at peak
Chery Fall efficiency. It was a nice event, and I appreciate PBS
50: Chery Fall
taking the time to show what farming can be in this new
technological age.
We sold our coffee, all that we could grow and more, through our internet site to
destinations around the world. The high roller suites at the casinos of Macau,
stock trading floors of Wall Street, and the mountainside homes in Beverly Hills
put our coffee to use at frankly embarrassingly high prices.
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So too did our soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan that received our coffee at no charge
when we found a unit in need of some upscale caffeine. Imagine our empty coffee
bags blowing across the deserts of Iraq. What a truly romantic and inspiring image.
I figured, if your product succeeds in becoming the trash of Iraq, well, you’ve
arrived! To increase our supply of coffee, we took over management of other coffee
estates so that we could have access to more coffee and the demand could be met.
However, when the business became successful and mundane, I again was drawn
to look around the next bend of the stream, wondering what might be there, as
had been the paradigm of the past. In my view, success and the money that
followed has never been an end, only the adventure of getting there held value.
The coffee operations and plantation were sold, and we set out again to find some
new and interesting shore.
We returned to Washington State, only this time to the tropical south, tropical
being a relative term. Washington, in my experience, is filled with generally worthy
and kind people, dramatic climates, and awe-inspiring geography. It was a good
place to end up. I wonder at times about what, if anything, comes next. Whether
this new stretch of water in my and Annie’s life is the ocean at the end of the
stream, or just another slow-moving eddy between new fast currents. I don’t know,
I never really have, and when I ask, nor does she, it seems. As it is with life, one
must get about floating past that next bend. It is, after all, the only way to know
what really is there, and it is always the case that somebody should go take a look.
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Shinkansen
Now, at over 70 years old, each new morning these days seems like a miracle.
Another day I did not expect, and in some ways, might not deserve at all given my
propensity for risk and persistence. But I will celebrate each new day nonetheless,
assuming the universe does indeed convey good fortune even on the possibly
undeserving at times. And I will take “lucky” over “good” any day. “Lucky” lowers
the bar. If you are good, there is this irrational expectation from your
contemporaries that you are supposed to be good every day. They say things like,
‘Look, he was good yesterday but his socks are different colors today and when I
said his name, he had to think about it for a minute before answering, maybe he’s
losing it!” When you are lucky, people just exclaim, ‘Oh, he was just lucky again
yesterday, it won’t last!”. So, as I said, I’ll take “lucky.”
Now being at an age where I suppose I am expected to be “reflective,” I reflect at
times on the course of life and how feelings change as the numbers count down
on the chronometer of existence. They may be Roman numerals, which would be
way cooler, but probably not many people today would be able to read them.
So, here is a reflection. Life, at times, can take on the aspects of a roller coaster
ride. Waiting in line takes seemingly forever, then there is the thrill of the thought
of heading out as you get closer to the front of the line. Time seems to crawl slowly
by as you are finally anchored aboard your car as events begin to get moving. Early
on in the ride, there are a few sharp turns and quick drops to add to the
anticipation of the bigger thrills to come. Then begins the long slow grind to the
top of the big hill at the end. Passing over the crest of this hill, there is just that
brief moment of weightlessness before gravity seizes you and you plunge down at
breakneck speed. The fall is filled with the feeling of being completely out of
control, your hands grasping the sides of the car.
It seems inevitable that the moment will end in disaster. Speed and gravity seem
to have you at their whim, and you wonder for a moment if you will survive. But,
in the end, the roller coaster almost always safely pulls into the station, and you
bound out, ready to get in line again. This is where the analogy ends because life,
unlike a roller coaster, never reaches the station for reboarding that we know of.
The ride always ends with an often-disastrous crash. From there, only one’s
religion can offer any assurance or consolation of what follows next. Wow, what a
profoundly dark and disturbing reflection. Maybe I could use a self-help book or
two, or perhaps just give up on being reflective altogether!
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It comes to mind that in my early 70s I've been passing through this last plunge
from the big hill for some time now. Where life passed slowly in the beginning. It
now seems to pass at breakneck speed with hardly enough time to see the sites.
This puts me in mind of Japan and the 20-foot cows of the Shinkansen. Let me
explain...
Japan used to, and still may have, a wonderful opportunity for visitors to
experience the Shinkansen’s, bullet trains that carry passengers from one end of
the main island, Hokkaido, to the other in just a few hours. The Shinkansen’s
travel at or around 200 miles per hour. Yes, I realize you can board a jet, bouncing
and wallowing your way from destination
to destination around the world at some
500 miles per hour wondering the whole
time if you will end up as an ink blot in
an Iowa corn field. I find it much more
impressive to board an earthbound train
that glides from city to city at 200 miles
per hour as if floating on a sheet of silk.
All the time, conveying the feeling of reliability and precision through the throbbing
of the motor at its heart. That perfect throbbing alone lets one know that the
destination will be reached safely and in perfect harmony.
Even at this breakneck speed, the passenger can walk about at their leisure as if
home in their own living room with little sense of motion and fantastic food
purveyed on tidy carts by pleasant and precise staff members right at your seat.
The trip is also not without ritual as the perfectly uniformed relieving engineer
bows to their new train upon its arrival, and the departing engineer bows to the
train as it leaves the station. There is much bowing in Japan, as opposed to the
slap of the back and posterior we enjoy here in America, or the ritual handshake
exchange of microorganisms we seem so fond of. Frankly, I kind of like the bowing.
There is a lot less handwashing and checking to see if somebody stuck a note to
your back. But we are getting way off the tracks.
The opportunity I originally spoke of regarding bullet trains is that a foreign visitor
could purchase a Japan Rail Pass that allowed a certain period, like a week
perhaps, of unlimited riding on the Shinkansen’s during your stay in Japan.
Shinkansen’s are usually very expensive, beyond the means of the average
Japanese traveler, and first-class is higher still. A first-class pass is offered to
visitors at a bargain price, and if it is still available in the future, it is something a
visitor should not miss out on.
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On one of our early trips to Japan, Annie and I decided to spend two weeks just
kind of “hanging out” around the country. With a first-class rail pass, our idea
was to travel to a different part of Japan each day, and with the help of these
incredible trains, be able to see most of the country during our stay. It was a great
plan, but there was just one minor little problem. Of course there was. In the U.S.
military, the only part of our government that actually works, mainly because they
don’t let the monkeys vote on every little detail, teach “no plan survives first
contact .” However, they say to have a plan anyway, but always be ready to bomb
the crap out of anything that screws up your plan. Good advice.
The cities of Japan, generally speaking, are built through a series of coastal valleys
bordering on the Pacific Ocean. These valleys, separated by steep hills, are useful
for tea farming. Bullet trains do not find steep hills to their liking. In fact, if a
bullet train did try to top a steep hill, a brief rainbow consisting of train cars would
arc across the sky. The smoke would conceal the carnage that followed. The
Japanese cleverly decided to build many tunnels through the hills to join the
coastal valleys as an alternative to making train car rainbows..
Boarding the train on our first expedition, we were prepared for breathtaking
scenery, this time from Tokyo to Kyoto. The train entered the first tunnel, speeding
along at 200 miles per hour, and darkness enveloped the car. The train exited the
tunnel into an explosion of light, traversed the narrow coastal valley and small
town in seconds rather than minutes, and plunged once again into the darkness
of the next tunnel. Annie and I could not look at each other in the ensuing
darkness of the latest tunnel. I asked her “did you see anything?” to which she
replied, “there was a bright flash, and before my eyes could adjust, it went
completely dark again. I think I might have gone blind.” This same result occurred
several more times as we passed the small valleys and tunnels, forging on toward
Kyoto.
Eventually, we passed through a larger valley. For the first time, we had an
opportunity to adjust to the blinding sunshine and see actual objects. Flying in
high-speed airplanes does not convey a great deal of perspective because of the
heights involved. Passing clouds, at those heights and speeds, a cloud still looks
like a cloud, no matter how you look at them. So not much information is conveyed
when you pass one at 500 miles per hour. But passing things at breakneck speed
on the ground certainly conveys a whole new perspective on the effects of speed
on perception. Passing everyday objects at those speeds highly distorts the objects,
making them longer and kind of blurry. Einstein would appreciate this observation
because it mimics the effects of general relativity.
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People look sort of fat and blurry, houses look really long and blurry, and time
seems to be flowing at a different rate. At one of the wider valleys, we passed a
dairy farm, and as we screamed along through a pasture of cows, I remarked to
Annie “Did you see that! My god, that cow must have been 20 feet long, but it was
kind of blurry, so I couldn’t tell!"
The Shinkansen’s, from a sightseeing point of view, proved to be mostly a bust.
Still, I did see a 20-foot cow and, as we passed other bullet trains going the
opposite direction, we did get a first-hand idea of what it would be like to have a
train go through your living room at a combined speed of 400 miles per hour. Good
information to have.
At any rate, one might ask, what does any of this have to do with me being 70
some years old. Well, it is simply that life at this age is kind of like riding a
Shinkansen. It is probably more important at this point in life to check out what’s
on the snack cart rather than look out the window.
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Calm Seas
That brings me to the end of these recollections. I will
conclude with this. Most people enjoy the pleasure and
prospect of a peaceful and orderly life. That concept always
fled from me as an idea I was frankly frightened by. I've
lived my life as if in a storm at sea, with the important
things to remember being, stay calm, remain steady, and
most importantly, hang on. Storms at sea usually conclude with the dawning of a
crystal-clear morning of glassy calm water, deceptively concealing any clue of the
tempest that has passed. I am looking forward to that morning, but in the
meantime, I may take time to do something unexpected.

Copyright, David Knight, 2019
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